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This report has been prepared for the American Honey Producers Association ("AHPA"),
and examines:

(1)

The dynamics of the U.S. honey market in recent years, with a focus on 2012 to
20I5t and the contributing causes to:

(a)

(b)

The significant increase from 20t2 to 2014 in:

(Ð

honey import volumes, and

(ii)

U.S. prices for both imported and domestic raw honey; and

The significant drop in U.S. prices for both imported and domestic raw
honey through 2015 to the present.

(2)

The extent to which Chinese honey is being fraudulently imported into the United
States as being a product of another country to avoid the remedial restraints
imposed under the antidumping ('oAD") order on all honey imports from China
("China Honey AD Order") since 2001.

(3)

The extent to which imports of honey have been adulterated by the pre-entry
addition of relatively low-value very-difficult-detect sweeteners such as rice synrp.

(4)

The possible actions the AHPA could take to stop or substantially reduce the
occuffence of the illegal actions referenced in (2) and (3).

I

This is the period that would be of most interest to the U.S. International Trade Commission ("ITC") in conducting
over the next year or two (1) a Sec. 201 injury-only "safe-guard" investigation ofhoney imports from all countries; or
(2) the injury phase an anti-dumping ("4D") or countervailing duty ("CVD") investigation against one or more of the
major honey exporting countries.
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SUMMARY AND OPTIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

I.

A.
a

After Years of Increased Imported Honev Volumes and Prices. Prices for Both
Imnorts and Domestic Honev Plummeted in 2015 to 2012 Levels

As Chinese honey imports receded from 70 million pounds ("mlbs.") in2006 to near-zero
in2009, where they remained through 2015, those imports were replaced and significantly
exceeded by honey imports from other countries, which increased by 173 mlbs. (55
percent), from214 mlbs in 2008 to 387 mlbs. in 2015. (Parts III and IV)

This ongoing surge in honey imports reflected a parallel surge in U.S. raw honey
consumption, from which domestic raw honey was excluded, as U.S. raw honey
production remained relatively stable over this period. In fact, domestic honey's share of
U.S. raw honey consumption declined from 30 percent in2012to27 percent in 2015.
Honey imports' share of U.S. raw honey consumption conversely increased from 70
percent in20l2 to 73 percent in 2015. (Part III)
o

Over the most recent four years (2012-2015), all honey imports increased by 76 mlbs., all
of which was captured by new imports from eight "Gainer" counÍies: Vietnam, India,
Brazil,I-Ikraine, Turkey, Thailand, Taiwan, and Myanmar. Imports from the Gainer
countries also captured over this period 61 mlbs. in existing imports from the four other
significant honey exporting countries - the 'ol-oser" Countries: Argentina, Canada, Mexico
and Uruguay- and 3.00 mlbs. of existing imports formerly filled by other countries. Thus
over this period, Gainer country imports grew by 140 mlbs., while the Loser country
imports fell by 61 mlbs. (Part IV)
The average unit value ("AUV") of all imports significantly increased from2012 to 2014
by 15 percent. Nevertheless, the AUVs of the Gainer countries' imports remained
significantly lower than those of the Loser countries, which reflected the increasing but
lower prices used by the Gainers to capture the new U.S. demand for imports over this
period, and wrest substantial existing imports from the higher-priced Losers. (Part V)

a

a

Prices for domestic raw honey continued to increase over this period to its historic high of
S2.17llb. in 2014, while volume of domestic honey produced remained relatively stable.
(Part V)

However, prices for both imported and domestic honey fell sharply in 2015 as the two
largest Gainer countries - Argentina and Canada- dropped their prices to in an effort to
stop their ongoing losses of import shares to the Gainer countries, and possibly regain
some of the imports they lost over the period. By February 2016, the monthly average
AUVs for all imports had dropped close to their 2012 levels. (Part VI)

2
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In 2015. 90 mlbs. of Low-Priced Chinese Honey Were Fraudulentlv Imported
duced in Four Asian Countries. an Therebv Avoided
as Havins Been
Postine $87 Million in Estimated AD Duties

China produced an estimated 1 ,065 mlbs. of honey in 2015, and reported exporting
mlbs. of that production last year. (Part VII.A.)

3

1

9

a

China's 2015 honey exports, however, are significantly understated, as substantial
evidence indicates that about 90 mlbs. in Chinese honey was fraudulently entered into the
United States last year as having been produced in India (35 mlbs.), Vietnam (30 mlbs.),
Thailand (15 mlbs.), and Taiwan (20 mlbs.). (Part VII.C-F)2

a

The evidence indicates that these shipments' perpetrators first shipped Chinese honey to
one of the four "intermediate" countries, where it was re-marked as having been produced
in that country; and was then shipped the honey to the United States, where it was entered
as a product of the intermediate country. (Part VII.B)

a

The perpetrators' illegal goal was to enter substantial volumes of Chinese honey into the
United States in a mar¡rer that avoided the remedial restraints imposed by the China Honey
AD Order since 2001.

o

Through their schemes, the perpetrators avoided having to post with U.S. Customs and
Border Protection ("CBP") $87 million in cash deposit collateral at the time of entry,
which is the amount that was owed on the 90 mlbs. in shipments at the "China-wide"
deposit rate of $2.121k9. that applied to those shipments.

a

As a result, that 90 mlbs. of Chinese entered the United States as if China Honey AD Order
did not exist, and was sold here at a combined AUV of $1.30/lb ., or 24 percent ($0.42)
less than the $1 .72 AUV at which all other 2015 honey imports were sold.

C.

Options/Recommendations
1

For Next Weekts

P AH nnev 6úF'lv-fntt

At all Hill meetings next week, the AHPA delegation should, if appropriate, make last year's
fraudulent entry of 90 mlbs. of Chinese Honey the centerpiece of its presentation (including a onepage summary handout), and should emphasize that this ongoing fraud is one of the two cancers
(CCD being the other) that will destrov commercial beekeepers unless it is removed within ayear
through major govemment intervention, as follows (Ask each Hill champion to ioin the Hill honey
caucus in pushing the noted agencies to take the requested action):

2

Lists of the companies in seven of the countries considered in the Report (Vietnam, India, Thailand, Taiwan,
Argentina, Turkey and Ukraine) that exported honey from those countries, and the companies that imported honey
from those exporters into the United States during 2014 and2075, are attached as a separate exhibit to the Report,
"U.S. Honey Imports, DataMyne Exhibits Re: Honey Exporters and Their U.S. Importers for Seven Countries, 2014201s."
a

J
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Push ICE/DOJ to conduct //oz¿yeøf¿ 2 asainst the China/VITT3 gguntry-gJ-orisin
(ooCOOoo) fraud perpetrators.

o

China/VITT COO fraud is at, or exceeds, the scale of fraud that ICE/DOJ took on
ín Honeygale by successfully pursing many criminal prosecutions of the involved
exporters, importers, logistics aides and U.S. honey packers over and six year
period.

o

AHPA should straight-on ask each of their Congtessional Champions to push
ICE/DOJ to wage the same campaign against the China/VITT criminals.

o
a

AHPA should pledge that its leaders and members will provide ICE/DOJ the same
support and assistance as they provided to the Honeygate team.

on the 6ónoster childtt
AHPA's China/VITT COO fraud
Push CBP to make
of the asency's new responsibility under the Enforce and Protect Act of 2015 ("EPA")
to investigate allegations of evasion of the Trade Remedv Laws.

o

The new law created a new Trade Remedy Law Enforcement Division with the
CBP's Office of Trade to conduct trade remedy evasion investigations.

o Any oointerested party" - which includes members of the domestic industry
protected by an AD/CV order - that has information that "a person" has entered
covered merchandise (e,.&, honey from China) into the United States through
evasion may submit that information to CBP through an'oallegation."
o

CBP must determine whether to initiate an evasion investigation within 15 days.

o If CBP initiates such an investigation, the agency must complete its investigation
within 300 days, or 360 days if CBP determines the investigation is extraordinarily
complicated.

3

o

CBP may collect information by issuing questionnaires and conducting on-site
verifîcations, and may use an adverse inference against a pafücþating party's
failure to cooperate with CBP to the best of its ability.

o

Appeals of CBP determinations may be made within the agency, and then to the
U.S. Court of International Trade ("CIT")

o

Producers in "good guy" countries could be asked to contribute to the AHPA's
costs for prosecuting an evasion case against VITT countries.

Vietnam, India, Thailand and Taiwan.

4
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a

Push CBP to disclose defÏciencies resardins the aeencv's ability through its labs to
detect COO fraud and rice-syrup adulteration. so that the asency (including FDA and
ICE) can appropriated funds to improve its detection equipment to state-of-the-art
level.

o

Discuss with

Hill Champions the merits of the Packer/Importer/Domestic Producer
Honev COO and Food Safetv Testins Repime nresented in Part VIII below.

2.
a

Other Options

Prepare and file AD/CVD petitioners against the VITT countries" and others"
includins Argentina. Turkev. Ukraine and Brazil.

o
o

At this point, this option has many problems.

It is relatively expensive; but the domestic producers might be able to get honey
producers in Argentina and Canada essentially pay for the cases by agreeing to
exclude those countries from the new cases.

o

Focus would not be on China/VITT COO circumvention, but on whether:

Honey from the targeted countries is being dumped in the U.S. market (the
prices of the VITT imports are still relatively high, and we would have to
perform a separate dumping study for each country).

Domestic honey producers are being materially injured by that dumping
(V/hile domestic honey prices have plunged over the past 8- 1 0 months, they
also still are relatively high).
a

Prepare and file a Section 201 r'safeguardoo petition against all honey imports.

o

This is an injury-only proceeding, dumping is not an issue.

o

The injury standard, though, is higher than in an AD/CVD investigation.

o

ITC's proposed remedies typically last only four (sometime five) years;

the

remedies start at high levels, but fall quickly over the four years.

o

The ITC recommends to President whether "safeguards" against imports should be
imposed to give the domestic industry time to regroup/recover, and the President
almost always rejects ITC recommendations to impose remedies in favor of the
domestic industry.

o

As a result, very few Section20I safeguard cases are filed.

5
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BASIC U.S. MARKET DYNAMICS FOR THE SALE OF DOMESTIC AND
IMPORTED RA\ry HONEY

Virtually all honey that is directly extracted by domestic commercial beekeepers from bee
(referred
hives
to as 'ocolonies") is considered to be "naw" honey, which harvesting beekeepers sell
to U.S. honeypackers in 55-gallon metal drums. Similarly, all imported honey not pre-packed for
retail sale also is considered to be "raw" honey that importers typically will sell to U.S. honey
packers in 55-ga11on metal drums.a Accordingly, domestic beekeepers and honey importers
directly compete against each other for sales of their raw honey to just one type of customer: U.S.
honey packers.
Honey is the highest valued of the many commercial food sweeteners that are available to
consumers throughout the United States, and indeed the world. For many decades raw honey
imports have competed directly with domestic raw honey to U.S. honey packers because (1) the
U.S. typically has high raw honey prices relatively to other countries, and thus constantly attracts
substantial honey imports; and (2) the U.S. does not produce nearly enough raw honey to meet this
country's total demand for that product.
Packers, beekeepers and importers all report that price is one of the most important factors
packer
considers in purchasing domestic and imported raw honey. Other factors include product
a
quality, supplier reliability, and honey color, with lighter honey typically commanding a premium
over darker honey.s All other factors being equal, honey packers will typically purchase whichever
of the competing domestic and imported honey has the lower price.

Domestic beekeepers can be harmed by lower-priced imported honey in several ways. For
example, a beekeeper that must lower its price to meet lower-priced imports will lose as revenue
the reduced amount it would have received in the absence of the imports.

the beekeeper declines to lower its offered price, it likely will lose the sale
altogether. That loss could be mitigated by the fact that extracted honey is highly shelf-stable, so
that, properly stored, it can be held by a beekeeper for several years. Nevertheless, in a fallingprice market, it is difficult to sell extracted honey once it has been withheld from the market
without incurring a steep loss. Indeed, mounting volumes of withheld honey is strong evidence of
injury caused by (economically) dumped imports.

Also,

if

Further, a beekeeper's loss of a significant sale to a packer to lower-priced imports can
have a significant negative effect on domestic prices beyond that individual sale, because the

a

Packers perform certain processing operations on their raw honey purchases, including blending, filtering, and
heating, and "pack" the resulting processed honey into various containers for sale to their three types of customers:
(1) grocery and retail stores (which sell honey to consumers for home consumption); (2) food service suppliers (for,
e.e., hospitals, schools, restaurants); and (3) food processing companies that use honey as an ingredient.

5

Honey imports other than certified organic honey (HTS No. 0409-00.0005) and comb and packaged-for-retail
honey (HTS No. 0409-00.0010) are classified according to their color on the Pfund scale, from lightest to darkest, as
"white or lighter" (HTS No. 0409-00.035); "extra light amber" ("ELA") (HTS No. 0409-00.045); "light amber" HTS
No. 0409-00.0056); and "amber or darker" (HTS No. 0409-00.0065).
6
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imports' winning price will tend to become the highest price, or price ceiling, at which packers
will from then on purchase both domestic and imported honey.

III.

WHILE U.S. RA\ry HONEY CONSUMPTION I
2012-2015. ALL OF THAT INCREASE WENT TO IN

RAW HONE,Y

IMPORTS
Summarv:

.

consumption of raw honey increased by 87 mlbs., or 20 percent, from 445 mlbs. in
2012 to 532 mlbs. in 2015.

o

Raw honey imports increased 24 percent (76 mlbs.) over this períod, and accountedfor 87
percent of the growth in U.S. raw honey consumption. U.S. raw honey production
increased by 8 percent (11 mlbs.), and accottntedfor I3 percent of that growth.

o

Over these four yeors, raw honey imports' sltare of the U.S. raw honey consumptíon
increased by three percentage points, from 70 percent in 2012 to 7 3 percent in 20I5; and
U.S. producers' sltare of the raw honey market decreased by three percentage points, from
30 percent in 2012 to 27 percent in 2015.

U.^S.

Detaíls:
The formula for determining the volume of raw honey consumed in the United States in a
specific year (94,, 2012) is as follows:

(1)

Start with: the volume raw honey produced before 2012, but held over in beekeeper

inventory into 2012;

(2)

Plus the volume of raw honey produced in2012;

(3)

Minus the volume of raw honey produced in or before 2012 that is held over in
beekeeper inventory into 2013;

(4)

Minus the volume of raw honey produced during or before 2012 that is exported
from the United States;

(5)

Plus the volume of raw honey imports during 2012.6

For the four year period we are considering (20I2-I5), data for the first three (domestic)
components of this calculation are presented in Exhibit 1,, U.S. Annual Raw (Extracted Honey
Production (Including Carryovers), as reported in the annual honey production study prepared by
U.S. Department of Agriculture's National Agriculture Statistics Service. The following shows the
annual "domestic component" of the calculation for determining U.S. raw honey consumption for

6

Minus (if known) the volume of domestically produced or imported raw honey purchased by honey packers in
20l2but held over in storage into 2013.
1
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the years 2012-2015, which is derived by subtracting U.S. raw honey exports as reported in
Exhibit 2, U.S. Imports of Natural Honey (2012-2015) (Honey Types, Color) (step (4) of the
calculation) from the results of steps (1) through (3) above (in millions of pounds ("mlbs.")):
20122 146 (result of steps (1)
20132

144-12:132

20142

175-11:164

201,5:

156

-

11

- (3) -

12 (U.S. raw honey exports)

:134

: 145

The annual U.S. consumption of raw honey is achieved for each year by adding to the
domestic component just reported the corresponding volume of imported raw honey, as follows
(with domestic honey and imported honey shares of consumption) (in mlbs.):

2012:

134 (30%) + 311

(70%):

2013:

132 (28%) + 338

(72%):470

2014:

164 (31%) + 365

(69%):529

2015:

145 (27%) + 387

(73%):532

445

These data show that U.S. consumption of raw honey increased by 87 mlbs., or 20 percent,
from 455 mlbs. in20l2 to 532 mlbs. in 2015. The data further show that 87 percent (76 mlbs.) of
this growth was supplied by increased raw honey imports, and the remaining 13 percent (1 1 mlbs.)

was supplied by U.S. raw honey production.

IV.

HONEY IMPORTS FROM EIGHT úTGAINER" COUNTRIES (1) SUPPLIED ALL
SIIBSTANTIAL
TS FOR 2012-201,5. AND (2\
NEW HONEY
EXISTING IMPORT SHARE FROM FOUR "LOSER" COUNTRIES
Summørv:
a

o

o

Post-order, accurately-reported honey imports from China (l) peaked in 2006 at 70
mlbs.; (2) feV to, and ltave remained at, near zero since 2012; and (3) were quickly
replaced by higher-priced honey imports from other countries.

From 2012 to 2015, honey import volume from eight "Gainer" countries - Vietnam,
India, Thailand, (Jlcraine, Brazil, Turkey, Taíwan and Myanmar - increased by 140
mlbs. (110 percent).
The Gainer Countries' increased volume of honey imports accounted for (l) øll of the
76 mlbs. in growthfor all honey importsfrom 2012 to 2015; and (2) the 6l mlbs. in
honey imports lost by four "Loser" countries Argentína, Canada, Uruguay and
Mexíco - over this period.

-

8
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The Gaíner countries' share of all honey imports increasedfrom 4l percent in 2012 to
69 percent in 20I 5, while the Loser Countries share of øll imports fell from 5 3 percent
in 2012 to just 27 percent in 2015.

A.

After Peaking at 70 mlbs. in 2006. Honev Imnorts (Accuratelv Reported as
and Disanneared From the U.S.
Oripinatins in China) Sharnlv
Market bv 20L2

Since AD duties were imposed on honey imports from China in 2001, dishonest traders in
China, the United States and other countries have used a set of illegal "circumvention" schemes to
fraudulently enter Chinese honey into the U.S. market outside the restrictions imposed by the
China Honey Order. Most of these schemes require the involved U.S. importers to falsely claim to
CBP at importation that the Chinese honey they are entering either (1) was produced in a country
other than China; or (2) is a non-honeyproduct that is outside the scope of the China Honey Order.

Through 2006, however, there were two circumvention schemes that allowed the U.S.
importers to accurately declare that they were entering honey that was produced in China that was
subject to the China Honey Order.T The use of these two schemes peaked in2006, which resulted
in accurately-declared honey imports from China hitting their post-order-issuance high that year
of 70 mlbs. Thereafter, accurately-declared honey imports from China shrank tonearzero in 2009;
increased slightly to 3.4 and 3.3 mlbs. in 2010 and2011, respectively then returned to near zero
for the last four years, 2012 to 2015. See Exhibit 3 (U.S. Imports of Natural Honey (Annual 201320 I 5, January-February 201 5 -201 6).
Within a few years, all70 mlbs. in accurately-declared honey imports from China that arrived
in 2006 were replaced by higher-priced honey imports from other countries. U.S. raw honey
imports over the four most recent years (2012-2015) increased by 76 mlbs. (24 percent), from 311
mlbs. in2012 to 387 mlbs. in 2015. See Exhibit 3. All of the 76 mlbs. in increased honey imports
came from eight countries (referred to herein as "Gainer Countries" or "Gainers")8, which
collectively increased their annual honey exports to the U.S. by 140 mlbs, or 110 percent, over the
period - from 128 mlbs. in20l2 (41 percent of all honey imports) to268 mlbs. in 2015 (69 percent
of all imports). The individual volume increase for each Gainer Country is reported below.

7

These were the (1) "undervaluation" scheme, which enabled the U.S. importers to avoid having to post significant
cash deposits on their imports by reporting to CBP that the value of the imports was a fraction of their true value, and
(2) the "new shipper" bond scheme, which allowed the importers to meet the substantial cash deposit requirement on

Chinese honey from exporters that were undergoing a'onew shipper" administrative review by posting an customs
bond with a value equal to amount of the cash deposit, and which the importers could obtain by paying a 1 percent
premium to the issuing insurance company.

8 While New Zealand's exports to the U.S. increased from 2.13 mlbs. in 2012 ro 4.63 mlbs. in2015, we have not
included it as a Gainer Country because the AUV for its honey exports to the U.S. have been dramatically higher than
those of all other countries, which makes New Zealand an outlier with regard to U.S. honey imports. Over 80 percent
of New Zealand's honey exports to this country consist of (l) comb and packaged-for-retail honey (HTS #
0409.00.0010) - which typically has a relatively high AUV ($2.7|llb. for all 2015 imports under this category, and
$4.2711b. for imports from New Zealand); and (2) amber honey (HTS # 0409.00.0065), where the AUV for 2015
imports from New Zealand ($4.98nb) were much higher than the AUV for all imports under this category ($1.73nb.).
See

Exhibit

3.
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Countrv

2012 (mlbsl

2015 (mlbs)

Difference

Vietnam

45.64

81.73

+36.0e (7e%)

India

41.30

79.64

+32.34 (68%)

Thailand

0.57

23.79

+23.22 (3,900%)

Ukraine

2.87

25.16

+22.29 (777%)

Brazil

24.92

34.08

+e.16 (37%)

Turkey

2.37

T1,42

+9.05 (382%)

Taiwan

2.92

9.80

+6.88 (236%)

127.60

268.03

Total
See

Countries

to

The
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Exhibit 5 (Chart: Changes in Gainer

+140.43 11100/0\

and Loser Country Import Share, 2012-15).

In addition to accounting for all of the 76 mlbs. increase in honey imports from all countries
for 2012-2015, the Gainer Countries' 140 mlbs. in new imports also captured 61 mlbs. in honey
imports that, as of 2012, had been supplied by the "loser" four countries listed just below ("Loser
Countries" or "Losers"). Those countries' collective shipments to the U.S. declined 61 mlbs. (37
percent) over the last four years, from 166 mlbs. in2012 (53 percent of all honey imports) to 106
mlbs. in20l5 (27 percent of all imports).

The ool,osertt Countries

Country

2012 (mlbs)

2015 (mlbs)

Difference

Argentina

93.66

s9.70

-33.96 (-36%)

Canada

35.21

1

8.15

-r7.06 (-4e%)

Uruguay

23.98

t5.97

-8.01 (-33%)

Mexico

13.62

11 84

-1.18 (-13%)

166.47

10s.66

Total

-60.81

The charl just below shows that over the last four years, the eight Gainer Countries steadily
replaced the four Loser Countries as the dominant foreign suppliers to the U.S. honey market.
V/hile total imports increased by 24 percent from20I2 to 2015, the Gainer Countries' share of all
imports increasedby 28 basis points (from 41 percent in20l2 to 69 percent in 2015), and the Loser
Countries' share fell by 26 basis points (from 53 percent in20t2 to 27 percent in 2015).
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Total II.S. Honev fmnorts (2012-l5l

Gainer and Loser Countrieso Share

Country

% All Impts.

20L5 (mlbs)

7o

All Impts.

Gainers

T27.60

4I%

268.03

69%

Losers

166.47

s3%

105.66

27%

Others

17.81

6%

3.10

3%

310.88

t00%

All Impts.

V.

2012 (mlbs)
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1

RTS INCREASED THROUGH
HONEY
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC HONEY PRICES

AS

rc0%

386.19

2OL

SO DID

BOTH

Summarv:

Wile the honey prices charged by both the Loser and Gainer Countries

o

increased
signifi.cantlyfrom 2012 to 2014, the Gainer Countries' prices remained well below the
Loser Countries' prices, which allowed to capture increasing a.mounts of U.S. import
volumefrom the Loser Countries over this period.

a

In this manne4 the Gainer Countries benefited from the decline and then

absence

of

Chinese imports both in terms of increased volumes and prices.
o

A.

While domestic raw honey prices also signifi.cantly increased through 2014, domestic
producers were unable to significantly increase the volume of honey brought to market,
and thus benefited only in terms of increased prices from the decline and absence of
Chinese imports.

High Volumes of Honev Imports from Other Countries Ouicklv Replaced
Accuratelv-DeclaredHoney Imporß from China at Much Hisher Prices
1.

tr'rom 2008 to 2014. the AUV for All Honev fmnorts Increased 66
Percent

As accurately-declared honey imports from China started receding from 70 mlbs. in2007
and reached neaçzero several years later, they were replaced by increasing volumes of honey
imports from other countries that at the same time fetched steadily increasing prices from U.S.
honey packers through 2014. From 2008 to 2}l4,total U.S. honey imports increased by 52 percent
(125.29 mlbs.), from 240.14 mlbs. in 2008 to 365.41 mlbs. in 2014. (Virtually all of these new
imports arrived from the 12 Gaíner and Loser Countries.) Over the same period, the FOBe average

e

('FOB"

is an international shipping term for the value packed exports as loaded on an international vessel at the
port of export. An FOB value typically does not include the costs incurred by the exports beyond that point, including
shipment to, and unloading at, the foreign port of export, insurance and other items. The value of exports upon arrival
at the port of import is typically referred to as "CIF" (i.e.,'ocosts, insurance, and freight").
11
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unit value ("AUV") for all imports increased by 66 percent, from $0.93/1b. in 2008 to $1.54l1b. in
20t4.

2.

From 2012 to 2014. the AUVs for Loser Countrv Imports Were
Ste"tfÏ.""tty Hts

The chart attached as Exhibit 6 shows the high/low ranges of the annual AUVs for each
of our two groups - the Gainer Countries (excluding Brazilr0) and the Loser Countries - for 20122015, and the two-month AUVs for January-February for 2015 and20l6. This chart shows:
a

For each full year, the high/low range of the Loser Countries was entirely above the
high/low range for the Gainer Countries. This shows that the Gainer Countries' prices
were substantially lower than the Loser Country prices for each full year.

a

While the high AUV for the Gainer Countries increased through 2015, the high AUV for
the Loser Countries increased only through2014, and declined sharply for 2014. This
shows that while the Gainer Countries' average annual prices continued to increase in
2015, the Loser Countries average annual prices decreased

B.

in20|5.

While Domestic Honey Could Not Replace the Receding Honev Imports from
China. Domestic Honey Pric¿s Increased bv 53 Percent Through 20L4

1.

Because of the Relativelv Fixed Nature of Domestic Honev Production.
Domestic Honev Could not Contribute New V rrme to Renlace

Receding Chinese Imports

Unlike the massive new honey imports that replaced and exceeded the 70 mlbs. of
accurately-declared Chinese honey from 2008 to 2014, Domestic beekeepers had little new raw
honey volume to contribute to this bonanza. According to the U.S. Annual Raw (Extracted)
Honey Production Report published by the USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service
("NASS"), total U.S. annual raw honeyproduction over 2008 to 2014 averaged 157 mlbs., and
ranged between 142 mlb. (2012, -15 mlbs.) and 178 mlbs. (2014, +36 mlbs.). No matter what
efforts individual beekeepers took each year over this period as Chinese honey receded from the
U.S. market, there was little if anything they could do to increase the total volume of domestic raw
honey that would be produced that year.
This highlights a harsh "condition of competition" domestic beekeepers face each year in
trying to survive against unfairly low-priced imports. Even when saddled with high volumes of

r0 From 2012 to 2015, the share of Brazil's total honey exports to the U.S. held by certified organic honey (HTS
No. 0409.00.005) increased from 22.5 percent (2012) Io 73.6 percent (2015). As a result, Brazil's AUVs over this
period have increasing reflected the AUVs of its organic exports, which generally are significantly higher than the
AUVs for non-organic, or conventional, honey. For example, while the AUV for Brazil's 2015 organic U.S. exports
was $1.70l1b., the AUV for Brazil's conventional exports lharyear was $1.42llb. Further, Brazil accounted for 78
percent (2012) to 9l percent (2015) of total U.S. imports of organic honey over the period. If Brazil's AUVs - which
are relatively high due to the predominance of its organic exports - were not excluded from this exhibit, those AUVs
would be the Gainer Countries' high AUV for each year, and would understate or mask that low AUVs of the Gainer
Countries' conventional honey shipments to the U.S.
T2
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world's highest-priced substantial honey
market. Further, when the U.S. Government effectively enforces import restraints on a major
foreign source of honey like China for the benefìt qf domestic beekeepers, there is an enormous
pool of available honey produced each year outside of China and the United States that can be
easily redirected to this country from lower-priced markets to take full advantage of those
cheap, unfair imports, the U.S. honey market remains the

restraints.

This, of course, is not the case for domestic raw honey, whose total production each year
is restrained by economic and environmental factors over which domestic beekeepers have little
or no control. V/hile both the volumes and prices for honey imports from non-China countries
increased over this period due to the substantial reduction of Chinese honey imports, the volume
of raw honey were essentially fixed, as domestic producers fought - and of course are still
fighting - for their survival against colony collapse disorder ("CCD").

2.

that Renlaced Chinese Imnorts.
Domestic Honev Prices Increased Significantlv Over this Period

Like the Prices of the New

Nevertheless, domestic raw honey prices did increase over this period by 53 percent, from
$l.42llb. in 2008 to what NASS called a record high of $2.I7llb. in20l4.tt But that price increase
benefited domestic producers only as it applied to their relatively flat annual domestic production.

From 2012 to 2015, however, domestic raw honey commanded a significant price premium
over imported honey, although that premium decreased over the period from 49 percent in 2012
to 38 percent in 2015.
From 2012 to 2015, the premium for U.S. raw honey over imported-raw honey dropped I 1
percent, even as prices for both generally rose.

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015

Feb.'15
Feb.'16

Domestic Honey
Price

Imported Honey
AUV

Domestic
Premium

Imported Honey
Vol. (mlbs)

$1.99

$ 1.34

311

52.r2
s2.r6
$2.09

$1.43
$1.51

49%
48%
40%
38%

,'l

$ 1.56

?

41

?

$1.32

2

47

$t .54

338

365
387

In contrast, the price increase enjoyed by the non-Chinese imports was multiplied for the
foreign producers as they increased the volume of their shipments to the U.S. Of course, over the
last four years, during which the Loser Countries steadily lost substantial volume to imports from
the Gainer Countries, the increased of price increases as applied to increasing volume was enjoyed
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only by the Gainer Countries, whereas the price increases over this period only helped the Loser
Countries minimize the loses caused by their loss of volume to the Gainers.

VI

T

201
PRICES
AND RECOVER THEIR
TO
REVERSE
ARGENTINA'S AND CANADA'S DRIVE
U.S. LOSSES TO THE GAINER COUNTRIES] MUCH LOWER.PRICED HONEY

fmnorts from All

v fncreases. the AUVs for U.S.
Countries Were Falline bv Mid-20l5

After Years of

A.

While the AUV for all raw honey imports fell three cents, to $1.51/1b.,in2015, that AUV
was still 62percerÍ"above the 2008 AUV, and l3 percent above the2012 AUV. See Exhibit 6.
The monthly 2015 import data show that the AUVs for honey imports from all 12 of the
Gainer and Loser Countries were declining by July, and continued to drop through February 2016
(the last month for which U.S. import statistics are available). This data also shows, however, that
the monthly prices for imports for Argentina and Canada started falling before, and fell at a faster
rate to the present, hm the monthly prices for the other countries.
20L5 Monthlv AUV Price Peak for the L2 Gainer and Loser Countries

Country (by
vol.)
Vietnam
India
Argentina (L)

Brazil
Ukraine
Thailand
Canada (L)
Uruguav(L)
Mexico (L)
Turkey
Taiwan
Myanmar

*

Ranked

,15 AUV (tb.)
Peak
$1.30 (June)

Total

L5-Dec

Decline

16-Feb

$1.07

-18%

$1.03

1.2s

-r7%

$1.23

-2r%
-r8%

$1.43

-24%

$1.33

-29%

$1.76 (May)
$1.50 (June)

$1.56

-tt%

$ 1.s5

-12%

sl.24

-17%

$1.19

-2t%

$1.18 (Jan.)
52.12 (Jan.)

$1.14

-3%

$ 1 11

-6%

$1.68

-21%

$ 1.49

-30%

$1.68 (Apr.)
$1.89 (May)

s|.42

-ts%

$1.39

-r7%

$1.94

3%

$1.71

-10%

S1.50 (June)

st.42

-s%

$ 1.4s

-3%

$1.18 (May)
$1.13 (Jan.)

$1.06

-r0%

$0.97

$1.01

-tt%

$0.97

-t8%
-rs%

$1.50 (June)
$1.87 (Jan./Feb.)

$

Decline

by 2015 import volume

The data show that the monthly AUVs for Argentina and Canada, the countries with the
second and seventh largest volume of 2015 export volumes to the U.S. - (1) peaked at the earliest
month (January for Canada, JamtarylFebruary for Argentina); and (2) atthe highest (Canada) and
second highest (Argentina) AUVs; and (3) fell the furthest through February 2016 (Canada: 30
percent; Argentina: 29 percent).
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o

Canada's 2015 monthly AUV peaked in January, at$2.I2llb. - the highest monthly
AUV peak for the 12 countries - and then dropped to $1.68/lb. in December, and
to $1.49l1b. in February 2016 - a 30 percent drop over 13 months.l2

a

Argentina's monthly AUV peaked in January/February, at $1.87/1b. - the third
highest monthly AUV peak for the 12 countries (behind Canada and Mexico) - and
then dropped to $1 .43lIb in December, and to $1.33/1b. in February 2016 - a 29
percent drop over 14 months.

o

Thailand's and Myanmar's monthly AUV peak also was January, at $1.18/lb. and
$1.13/1b., respectively, and dropped to $1.11/1b. and $0.97l1b., respectively, by
February 2016, for a total drop of 6 percent and 15 percent, respectively.
Uruguay's 2015 AUV peaked in April

a

Mexico's, Brazil's and Taiwan's 2015 AUV peaked in May.

o

Vietnam's, India's, Ukraine's and Turkey's 2015 AUV peaked in June.

Thus, exporters in Argentina and Canada started to drop their prices for U.S. honey
shipments well before the other countries started to drop their prices, and did so at steeper rates
over the last 14 months. Indeed, the most recent high monthly AUV for Argentina was $1.93 for
Sept./Oct. 2014, and for Canadawas S2.29llb. in May 2014.t3

B.

Exporters in Argentina and Canada Likelv Dropped Their Prices to Stop. and
Regain Some of. Their Losses to the Gainer Countries' Lower-Priced Imports

Why would the honey exporters in Canada and Argentina start dropping their prices in mid
to late 2014, while the monthly AUVs for honey from the other countries remained relatively high
through June 2015? See Exhibit 7 (Top Foreign Sources of U.S. Honey).

o

Both countries had steeply increased their AUVs from 2012-2014 (Argentina: 36
percent; Canada: 23 percerú), which resulted in those countries having the two
highest AUVs for 2014 (Argentina: Sl,79lIb.; Canada: S2.I7llb.). See Exhibit 6.

o

Both countries had also lost substantial U.S. volume to Gainer Countries from20l2
to 2014 (Argentina: 1 3 percent; Canada: 65 percent), whose prices were also rising,
but not nearly as high and steep as Argentina and Canada's prices. Id.

It appears that, by the end of 2014, the honey exporters in both countries realizedthat U.S.
honey packers had sought and found options to paying those exporters' high and increasing prices,
and that the exporters would have to start significantly dropping their U.S. prices to stop their

t2

Canada's 2015 monthly AUV did pop back up to $2.16/lb. for July, but sank from there to $1.68/lb. for December

See

Exhibit

13

See

7.

Exhibit

7.
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ongoing volume loss to lower-priced imports from the Gainer Countries, and regain some of their
lost market share. This likely caused exporters from the Gainer Countries to also drop their prices
in an effort to retain the significant share of U.S. imports they had won from the Argentina
exporters, as U.S. packers would likely insist on maintaining what had become the "traditional"
price spread between the Gainers' and Losers' honey.

This is bome out by the change in annual AUVs over 2012-2015 for all imports. As just
noted, the AI-IV for all imports increased 15 percent during the first three years, from $ 1 .34l1b. in
2012to$1.54llb. in2}I4,andthendropped2percent,to$1.51/1b.,in2015. Butwhiletheannual
AUV for all four Loser Countries fell three cents from 2014 to 2015, the annual AUV fell for only
one of the eight Gainer Countries (Brazil), but continued increase for the other seven Gainer
Countries, as this chart shows.

Annual 201,4-2015 AUV/lb. for Gainer and Loser Countries
Country
Argentina (L)
Canada (L)
Uruguay (L)
Mexico (L)
Vietnam
India
B.razil
Ukraine
Thailand
Turkey
Taiwan
Myanmar
All Imports

2014 AUV

2015 AUV

$ 1.79

$1.69

$2.17

$1.92

$1.64

$1.s1

$1.78

st.77

$1.18

5T.24

$1.38

$1.43

$1.7s

$1.69

$1.40

$1.44

$1.12

$1.16

$1.26

$

$ 1.06

$ 1.08

$0.9s

$1.11

$1.54

$1.s1

1.37

Difference
-$0.10 (-s.6%)
-$0.2s (-rt5%)
-$0.13 (-79%)
-$0.01 (-0.6%)
+$0.08 (+6.8%)
+$0.05 (+3.6%)
-$0.06 (-3.4%)
+$0.04 (+2.9%)
0.04 (+3.6%)
+$0.1t (+8.7%)
+$0.02 (+r.9%)
0.16 (+16.8%)
-$0.03 (-2.0%)

Recall that, as shown by the chart in Exhibit 5, the Loser Countries lost a significant share
of their combined total U.S. honey imports to the Gainer Countries for each year of the 2012-15
period. Viewed together, the chart just above and Exhibits 5 and 6 indicate that, as the Loser
Countries steeply increased their prices over the first three years of the four year period, U.S.
packers increasingly switched their import purchases from the Loser Countries to the Gainer
Countries, whose prices increased from year to year over 2012-2014 from a significantly lower
point, and at a much lower rate, than the Loser Countries' prices. By late 2)l4learly 2015, the
exporters in the Loser Countries - particularly those in Argentina and Canada, whose combined
exports accounted for 7 5 percent of all Loser Country exports to the U. S . over the period - decided
to start dropping their offered prices to stop the further erosion of their share of U.S. honey imports,
and possibly regain some of what they had lost.

T6
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The ABS's June 2015 Letter Reveals that Exporters in Arsentina Were Then
Holdins Substantial Honev They Had Been Unable to Sell In the U.S. Market

This strategy seems to be reflected by a June 15,2015letter the AHPA received from the
Argentina Beekeepers Society ("ABS").14 V/hile that letter generally refers to "South American"
beekeepers and countries, it clearly was written by and for the benefit of the ABS. The letter
claims that certain unnamed countries outside of South America (1) had steeply increased their
oodubious
quality" honey that was (3) "significantly cheaper"
shipments to the United States of (2)
than U.S. honey imports from South American countries.
The letter further claims that, as a result, U.S. prices for imported honey had declined by
25 percent as of June 2015 -a claim that is not supported by U.S. monthly import statistics.ls The
letter further claims that this honey had forced "South American" honey producers and exporters
to hold in storage a substantial amount of honey they had been unable to sell the U.S. market
*cheaper" and "dubious quality'' honey. The letter ends by
because of availability there of the
asking the AHPA to join the ABS in working to stop that honey from gaining fuither ground in
the U.S. market.

D.

Arsentina's Monthlv AUV Declined 29 Percent from Jan. '15 to Feb. '16" and
Its Exports Increased bv 20 percent from Jan/Feb 'L5 to Jan/Feb '16

Other data from 2015 present additional relevant facts.

o

Total 2015 honeyimports from Argentina(59.7 mlbs.) were 36 percent (21.7 mlbs.)
less than total2014 imports of 81.3 mlbs.

o

There were32.7 mlbs. inhoneyimports fromArgentinaduring l'thalf 2015, which
was 18.0 mlbs (36 percent) (18.0 mlbs.) less than the 50.7 mlbs. in honey imports
from that country during I't half 2014. This indicates that by midyear 2015,
exporters in Argentina were holding at least 18 mlbs. of honey they had been unable
to sell into the U.S, market during 1s half 2015.

o

There werc26.9 mlbs. of imports from Argentina during 2"dhalf 2015, or just 3.8
mlbs. (I2,4 percent) less than the 30.7 mlbs. in imports that arrived from that
country in 2"d half 2014.

o

During

l't half 2015, the monthly AUV for U.S. honey imports from Argentina
declined 8 percent, from $1 .87llb. in January, to SI.72llb. in June.

t4

See

Exhibit

15

See

Exhibit 7, which shows that the monthly AUV for all honey imports had fallen just $0.04/lb. from $1.59/lb

8.

in June 2014 to $1.55/lb. in June 2015.
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a

During the 2nd half 2015, (i.e., after the June 15,2015 ABS letter to the AHPA),
that monthly AUV declined another 17 percent, from $1 .72llb, in June to $1.43llb.
in December.

o

By Feb. 2016, that AUV fell further to $1.33/1b., and so was down 29 percent from
$ 1.87/lb. a year earlier.

a

Further, the volume of U.S. honey imports from Argentina through February 2016
was 20 percent higher than for the first two months of 2015.

The data further indicate that, as of the end of last year, honey exporters in Argentina were
still holding a substantial volume of honey they were unable to sell in the U.S. market at acceptable
prices ín2015, and whose presence would have an ongoing negative effect on U.S. honey prices

in2016.
Based on an estimated average annual production of 116 mlbs. of honey in Argentina for
20l2to 2015,and considering the actual average annual amounts of honey imports into and exports
from Argentina,that country's annual consumption of honey would have increased from 11 mlbs.
in2015 to 73 mlbs. in 2015. Finally, based on a constant annual population of 42 million persons
over this period, Argentina's per-person annual consumption of honey would have increased by
634 percent, from 0.26 poundsin2012, to 1.70 pounds in 2015.
See

Exhibit 9 (Argentina).
In addition, information from a confidential domestic source indicates that:

(1)

Argentina's new crop (2015-16) is projected at 154 mlbs., and the early part of the
harvest is available to export now.

(2)

The "carryover" in that country, apart from the projected2015-16 harvest, was 44
mlbs in December 2015, and had fallen to 28 mlbs. in March 2016.

(3)

Assuming that about 60 percent of Argentina's honey is shipped to the U.S., about
17 mlbs. of the remaining carryover likely is slated for the U.S. market.

All of this indicates that, as of June

2015, honey exporters in Argentina had withheld a
substantial volume of its largely white and ELA honey from the U.S. market, which they started
unleashing on the U.S. market in the last half of 2015 at steeply-falling prices, and have continued
to ship a growing volume of honey to this country at even lower prices during the first two months
of 2016.

E.

Canada Has an Estimated Carryover of 40 mlbs. from its 2015 Bumper Crop.
But is Now Sellins Honev Into the .S. at Reduced Volumes and Prices

Like Argentina Canada. substantially dropped its prices to the U.S. honey market during
second-half 2015, and through February 2016. See Exhibit 7. But unlike Argentina, Canada's
volume of honey shipments to the U.S. significantly declined by 44 percent, to 6.6 mlbs. during
18
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Id. Further,

and again unlike Argentina,
percent
lower than its year30
were
Canada's 2016 shipments through February - 3.45 mlbs. earlier shipments (4.95 mlbs.). Thus, the significant drop in AUV for honey imports from Canada
over 2015 and into 2016 has not reversed the erosion of Canada's volume of honey exports to the
U.S., which reached a four-year high in 2012, at 35.21mlbs., versus 18.15 mlbs. for 2015. See
second half 2015, from 1 1.6 mlbs. during first-half 2015.

Exhibit

1.

Finally, information from a confidential domestic source indicates that, with Canada's
bumper crop of 95.30 mlbs. for 2015 , its carryover into 201 6 is as much as 40 mlbs. See also

Exhibit

1.

F.

The Continuing Substantial Drop in Honey Import Prices Also Has Drassed
Down Domestic Raw Honev Prices

As noted above in Part V.8.2, the annual average price for domestic raw honey increased
by 53 percent from $1 .42lIb. in 2008 to its historic high of $2.I7llb.in2}l4,before falling 8 cents
(4 percent) in2015, to $2.09/1b. Because the2015 price is an average of all covered domestic
honey prices throughout last year, it could mask a steeper decline lhan 4 percent if, for example,
most of the price highs occur early in the year, and the lows occur later in the year.
Reviewing individual sales prices over the entire year shows that domestic honey prices
fell much more steeply over 2015 the 4 percent fall reflected by the 2014 and20l5 average prices.
Exhibit 25 reports about 182 monthly high/low prices reported to USDAÀ{ASS from December
2014 to December 2015, for 15 domestic honey types from four floral sources - alfalfa, clover,
westem and wildflower, and further distinguished by its honey color. The high monthly price for

allofthe 15typesoccurredduringthefirsthalf of 2015,andrangedfrom$1.83/lbto$2.35/lb,
which most being at S2.06llb. The low monthly price for all 15 types all occurred in the second
half of 2015, with most of those occurring in September or later, and ranged from $1.50/lb. to
$1.75l1b., with only two being as high as $1.95/1b. The average loss in value for these 15 types
appears tobe 25 to 30 percent.

VII.

NINETY MLBS. OF CHINESE HONEY \ryAS LIKELY ILLEGALLY ENTERED
INTO THE UNITED STATES IN 2015 FROM FOUR COUNTRIES

Part V concludes that Argentina's and Canada's substantial lost U.S. honey sales from
2012 to 2015 resulted from the significantly lower prices of the Gainer Countries' sharply rising
honey exports to the U.S. over that period.
year in imported and domestic honey prices
was led by exporters in Argentina and Canadain an effort to stop their four-year loss of volume to
imports from the Gainer Countries, and regain as much of those losses as possible.
Part

VI concludes that the significant drop last

This Part VII concludes that an estimated 90 mlbs. (46 percent) of the 195 mlbs. in honey
imports that arrived last year from four Gainer Countries - Vietnam (30 mlbs.), India (35 mlbs),
Thailand (15 mlbs.) and Taiwan (10 mlbs.) - actually originated in China. That volume - 90
mlbs. - is 23 percent of the 387 mlbs. in U.S. honey imports from all countries last year.

I9
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From 2012 to 2015. Chinaos Honey Production Increased Slightlv: Its Honev
Exports Increased bv 27 percent; and Its Domestic Honev Consumntion
Increased bv an Estimated L.L Percent

A.

Our consideration of whether any of the 12 Gainer and Loser Countries are involved in
illegally shipping Chinese honey into the United States starts with a review of China's current
production, consumption and exportation of raw honey. Most of the following data regarding
China's honey production over 2012-2015 is taken from the data summanzed in Exhibit 10
(China).
a

China's domestic production of honey increased over the last four years by an
estimated 7.8 percent, from a reported 988 mlbs. in2012 to an estimated 1,065
mlbs. in 2015.16
China'sreportedhoneyexports increasedby2T percent(76mlbs.), from243 mlbs.
in20l2 (25 percent ofproduction), to 319 mlbs. in 2015 (30 percent ofproduction).

B.

a

China's reported (relatively small) imports of honey increased by 94 percent (6.95
mlbs.), from7.43 mlbs. in20l2 to 14.38 mlbs. in 2015.

a

China's estimated domestic consumption of honey increased by 1.1 percent (8
mlbs.), from a reported l52mlbs. in2012, to an estimatedTí} mlbs. in 2015. Id.

a

China's per-capita consumption of honey held steady over this period, at a reported
0.56 pounds for 2012, and an estimated 0.56 pounds for 2015. Id.

Entry into the U.S. of Chinese Honey Throush Three- or Four-Point COO
Circumvention Schemes

As noted in Parts IV.A and V.A above, in 2006, China shipped 70 mlbs. of accurately
declared honey to the U.S., but within a few years, U.S. honey imports declared as having
originated in China fell to, and have remained at, zero or near zero. This raises the question of
whether any significant amount of Chinese honey is currentlybeing illegally entered into the U.S.
as having been produced in another country, and accordingly is contributing to the increased
volume and low price of honey from all sources that is pulling down U.S. domestic raw honey
prices.

1.

Three-Point and Four-Point

Circumvention Schemes

Through about 2008, Chinese exporters frequently - and successfully - engaged in what is
called a country-of-origin ("COO") circumvention scheme to illegally enter Chinese honey into

16

China's most recently reported annual honey production, as reported by the UN/FAO, is 988 mlbs. for 2012, and
993 mlbs. for 2013. Vy'e determined, based on the UN/FAO's reported 2010 honey production for China of 884.05
mlbs. that China's production increased by an annual average of 36.23 mlbs. from 2010 to 2013. We accordingly
estimated China's 2014 production at 1,028.97 mlbs. (China's reported 2013 production of 992.74 mlbs. + 36.23
mlbs.), and its 2015 production at 1,065.10 mlbs. (992.74 mlbs. + 12 * 36.231). See Exhibit 9 (China).
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the U.S. outside the reach of the China Honey Order. Largely through govemment's project
Honeygate, however, the U.S. trade enforcement agencies - principally ICE, CBP and the U.S.
Department of Justice ("DOJ") - have had significant success over the past ten years in detecting
and stopping COO circumvention schemes involving Chinese honey.

ù.

Three-Point Schemes

To date, virtually all of the COO circumvention schemes involving Chinese honey have
oothree-point" schemes, which work as follows:
been traditional

(1)

Chinese honey is exported to

(2)

A non-U.S. intermediate country (County A), and is (a) entered there as a product
of China; (b) remarked there as a product of Country A; and (c) is then re-exported

-

to(3)

The U.S., where it is illegally entered as a product of Country A, and thereby avoids
having to post cash deposits under the China Honey Order.

For the costs and risks of a three-point COO circumvention scheme involving Chinese
honey to be worthwhile, those involved in the intermediate country must receive a significant
volume of Chinese honey directly from China, and must remark that honey as being a product of
the intermediate country, and re-export it to the United States. Accordingly, each such
intermediate country must have both (1) substantial honey exports to the United States; and (2)
substantial honey imports China.

b.

Four-Point Schemes

In preparing this report, we have also investigated the possibility that dishonest traders may
now be using the more complicated four-point COO circumvention scheme to illegally enter
Chinese honey into the U.S. outside the reach of the China Honey Order. In a four-point
circumvention scheme:

(1)

Chinese honey is exported to

(2)

A non-U.S. intermediate country (County A), and is (a) entered there as a product
of China; (b) remarked there as a product of Country A; and (c) then is re-exported

-

to-

(3)

second non-U.S. intermediate country (Country B), and is (a) entered there as a
product of Country A; (b) remarked there as a product of Country B; and (c) then

A

is re-exported to

(4)

-

The United States, where it is illegally entered as a product of Country B, and
thereby avoids having to post substantial cash deposits under the China Honey
Order.

2I
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V/hile a four-step COO circumvention scheme always involves only one Country B (which
re-exports the Chinese honey to the United States as a product of Country B), such a scheme can
involve more than one Countrv A, with each Country A exporting some volume of Chinese honey
to Country B as a product of that Country A. Thus, to make the scheme worthwhile, a four-point
COO circumvention scheme that involves Chinese honey requires that a significant volume of
Chinese honey ultimately must be shipped from intermediate Country B into the United States.

2.

otTransparent"andttOpaquet'COOCircumventionSchemes

A necessary part of a COO circumvention scheme is referred to as transparent oÍ opaque,
Such a part is transparent if significant evidence of that part can reasonably be obtained from
standard international trade research tools, such as the available international trade public and
private (i.e., subscription) data bases. Several important parts of the scheme discussed just below
to enter Chinese honey into the U.S. as a product of Thailand are transparent because significant
evidence ofthose parts can be culled from standard international trade research tools.

A

necessary part

of a COO circumvention scheme is referred to as opaque

if significant

evidence ofthat part cannot reasonably be obtained from the standard international trade research
tools. For example, where it appears that exports (here: honey) from the country-of-origin (here:
China) are not exported to the intermediate Country B (here, as detailed below: Vietnam, India
and Taiwan) by following the required export-import procedures, but instead are unlawfully
smuggledinto the intermediate country, the scheme is opaquebecause evidence of such smuggling
typically cannot reasonably be obtained from the standard international trade research tools.
scheme is rarely entirely transparent or opaque, but typically
have a relatively high or low degree oftransparency and opaqueness.

A COO circumvention

C.

THAILAND: 15 mlbs. of Honev Imnorted as a Product of Thailand in
Was Likely Produced in China

will

2015

The operatives in the intermediate country of a three-point scheme involving Chinese
honey must have (1) substantial honey imports from China; and (2) substantial honey exports to
the United States. As for (2), the 12 Gainer and Loser Countries are the only countries that had
substantial enough honey exports to the United States in recent years to make a three-point COO
circumvention scheme involving Chinese honey worthwhile.
According to China's export statistics for 2015, that country formally exported honey to
just three of those 12 countries: Thailand (13.89 mlbs.); Canada (0.98 mlbs.); and India (0.64
mlbs.).l7 The export volumes reported by China for Canada and India are too low to support a
feasible circumvention scheme. (Nevertheless, and as detailed in Part IV.E below, we concluded
that a very large volume of Chinese honey is likely being smuggled into India and then formally
exported as a product of India to the United States. China's 2015 exports to Canada are also
discussed below in Part VII.G.)

l"l

See

Exhibit 10 (China).
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Thailand Renorted Receivins 10.23 Mlhs. More in 2015 Honev Imnorts
from China Than China Reported Exportins to Thailand

While China reported that it exported 13.89 mlbs. of honey to Thailand in 2015 at a
$0.90/lb. AUV, Thailand reported that it imported 24.12 mlbs. of honey from China in 2015 -

10.23 mlbs. more than China reported exporting to Thailand - at a $0.84/lb. AUV.18 Thailand also
reported total2015 honey imports 26.01 mlbs., or just 1.89 mlbs. more that its 2015 imports from
China. Further, 1.31 mlbs, of Thailand's non-China imports came from Myanmar, at a $0.65/1b.
AUV., for a joint $0.83/1b. AUV for its honey imports from China and Myanmar. Accordingly,
Thailand's non-China/non-Myanmar 2015 honey imports amounted to just 0.58 mlbs., at a 52.96

AUV.
Thailand's reported 2015 honey imports from China is likely more accurate than China's
reported 2015 honey exports to Thailand.
First, there appears no good reason for importers in Thailand to fraudulently claim to that
country's customs authority that they were impofüng 10.23 mlbs. in honey that they were not
actually importing, and to claim that the this phantom honey originated in China. On the other
hand, honey exporters in China very plausibly had good reason to avoid reporting to China's
customs authority that they were smuggling an addition 10.23 mlbs. into honey to Thailand that
they ultimately intended to re-export as honey produced in Thailand, to the United States, or
another country such as Canada or Taiwan. (See Parts VII.H.2 and VII.F below.)

Thailand's estimated 2015 domestic honey production was 19.90 mlbs.le Adding that
amount to Thailand's reported 2015 total honey imports - 26.01 mlbs - equals 45.91 mlbs.
Thailand's reported 2015 totalhoney exports were 43,28 mlbs., just 2.63 mlbs. less than Thailand's
combined volume of 2015 domestic honey production and honey imports. That means that if all
of Thailand's estimated 19.90 mlbs. in estimated 2015 honey production were exported,23.38
mlbs. - 90 percent- of Thailand's 2015 honey imports would be needed to reach Thailand's
reported 43.28 mlbs. in honey exports, which would leave just 2.63 mlbs. in honey imports to be
consumed domestically by Thailand's population of almost 68 million.
As noted above, only I .89 mlbs. of Thailand's reported 26.0 1 mlbs. in 20 1 5 honey imports
were not imported from China. If that amount had been re-exported last year, along with
Thailand's estimated 2015 honey production (19.90 mlbs.), Thailand still would have been
required to re-export 2I.49 mlbs. of its reported 2015 imports from China (24.12 mlbs.) to achieve
Thailand's reported 2015 total honey exports of 43.28. From every vantage, almost all of the
honey Thailand imported last year from China must have been re-exported.

r8

See Exhibits 9-10 (Thailand) for
country unless otherwise indicated.

all statistics related to the China COO circumvention scheme through this

re

The most recent domestic honey production amount reported for Thailand by the UN/FAO is 18.74 mlbs. for
2013, which shows a 6.2percent growth overthe 17.64 mlbs. reported for 2011. Increasing the 18.74 production
frgure for 2013by 6.2percent yields an estimated 2015 domestic honey production amount for Thailand of 19.90
mlbs.
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When China's reported export volume of honey to Thailand is used in these calculations
instead of Thailand's reported import volume from China, Thailand's total 2015 honey import
volume falls from 26.01 mlbs. to 15.78 mlbs. That volume, plus Thailand's estimated 2015
domestic honey production of 19.90 mlbs., equals 35.68 mlbs., which is 7.60 mlbs. less than
Thailand's reported in total2015 honey exports - 43.38 mlbs. Beside that significant shortfall in
the volume needed to meet Thailand's claimed honey exports, using China's reported export
volume leaves zero minus 7.60 mlbs. of honey for Thailand's population of almost 68 million to
consume.

2.

Thailand's Customs Asencv Sho lrl Review the Reouired Chinese
Government Export Documents for the Honey Imports From China

China's customs laws and regulations require that all exports from that country be
accompanied at the time of exit and through transit shipment to the destination an export
declaration form ("CEDF") issued by Chinese Customs that includes all information that is
relevant to the shipment. Those laws and regulations also require each export from china of a
'þrocessed agricultural product" to include a phytosanitary certificate ("CIQ certificate") issued
by the Chinese Government's food safety bureau ("CIQ"), which includes a wide range of
information about the export including information that demonstrates that China is the country of
origin for the exported good. Both the CEDF and CIQ certificate that accompanies processed
agricultural goods that are exported from China are t¡lpically required as an essential import
document by the customs authorities of the importing country.
Thai customs officials might be able to determine that honey imports that are being claimed
as originating in China did actually originate in China by requiring the relevant importers to
produce the Chinese Government's CEDF and CIQ certificate for each such entry.

3.

About 15 mlbs. of Chinese Honey Was Likely Imported Into the U.S. in
2015 Throush a Three-Point Circumvention Scheme Throuph
Thailand

It is also likely that 10 to 20 mlbs. of the 23.79 mlbs. in honey the U.S. reported receiving
from Thailand last year actually originated in China, and were merely transshipped through
Thailand.

First, those imports arrived in the U.S. at the very low AUV for the year of $1.16/lb. -the
third lowest of the country AUVs for imported honey (beaten only by Taiwan ($1.08/1b.) and
Myanmar ($1.11nb.)), and23 percent below the $1 .5lllb. AUV for all honey imports. Bottomend AUVs have been the hallmark of circumvented U.S. honey imports from China since AD
duties were imposed on those imports in 2001.
Second, the data indicates that China-through-Thailand circumvention program has been
in motion for several years, and was substantially ramped-up over the last two years. The chart
below shows that the difference between (1) China's reported honey exports to Thailand, and (2)
Thailand's reported honey imports from China, has increased significantly over the last four years,
and that Thailand's claimed honey exports to the U.S. has mushroomed over the same period, so
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that in 2015, Thailand's honey exports to the U.S. nearly matched Thailand's reported honey
imports from China.
of Chinese [fonev Exnorts to Thailand

China's and Thailand's Different

(mlbs.)

US Imports from

China Exports to
Thailand

Thailand Imports
from China

Difference

9.28

9.72

0.44 (+s%)

0.57

t.38 (+r4%)
7.93 (+s2%)

r.87

2012
2013
2014

9.72

11.1

T5.21

23.2

2015

13.89

24.12

Thailand

r0.23
(+74%)

7.63

23.79

Third, the color profile for Thailand's exports of honey to the U.S. nearly matches the color
profile for Chinese honey, which typically is significantly lighter than the much darker honey
actually produced in Thailand. This is demonstrated by Exhibit L1,, which is a public excerpt from
a submission we made two years ago on behalf of SHA and AHPA in the 12th annual
administrative review ("4R") of the China Honey Order. Of the 71 mlbs. in raw honey China
shipped to the U.S. in 2006
a

30 percent (21 mlbs.) was classified as white or lighter (.0035)

a

45 percent (32 mlbs.) was classified as ELA (.0045).

a

25 percent (18 mlbs.) was classified as

o

0 percent was classified as amber or darker (.0065).

LA (.0056).

One would expect that a substantial part of Thailand's annual exports to the U.S. would be
classified as amber or darker, but there have been no U.S. imports of amber or darker honey from
Thailand since 2010. Instead, honey imports from Thailand have been classified, as imports from
China were classified in 2006. This is demonstrated by the color classifications assigned to the
23,79 mlbs. of honey Thailand shipped to the U.S. in 2015:
a

3.3 percent (0.78 mlbs.) was classified as white or lighter (.0035).

o

26.3 percerÍ" (6.26 mlbs.) was classified as ELA (.0045).

a

70.2percent(16.11mlbs.) was classified as LA (.0056).

o

0 percent was classified as amber or darker (.0065).

Given the relatively dark color profile reported by researchers for honey actually produced
in Thailand, it is surprising that any honey imported from Thailand would be classified as white
or lighter, or ELA.
25
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4.

CBP Should Review the Honev Entries From Thailand for anv
Required Thai Government Exnort Documents

We have not determined whether Thailand's Govemment requires exports of honey
produced in that country to bear certifications similar to the CEDF and CIQ certificates required
by China customs for such exports. If those export documents are required, CBP could help insure
that Thailand actually is the country of origin for ongoing imports of honey from that country by
demanding that such documents be included with the entry documents, and by inspecting the
documents.

VIETNAM: An

D.

cferì 10 mlbs. of the 201 5 flonev

Viefnqrn Lil¡elv

Orieinated in China

1.

Ilave Dominated All U.S. Honev

Vietnamts Low-Priced Honev
Imports for Eisht Years

The chart just below demonstrates the substantial power honey imports from Vietnam have
wielded in recent years over the prices received for honey imports from other countries and
domestic raw honey.
20

Year

Exports to

AUV (rb.)

Country
Export Rank

AUV all
Imports

Difference

$0.87

1

$0.93

-6%

2008

U.S.
39.62

2009

38.33

$0.90

2

$1.02

-r2%

2010

45.72

$1.02

1

$1.14

-rt%

20tt

61.35

$ I 11

1

$1.33

2012
2013
2014
20Ls
Feb. t15

45.64

$1.12

J

$1.34

-t7%
-r6%

74.04

$1.12

2

$1.43

aao//O
-LZ

103.85

$1.18

1

$1.s4

-23%

8r.72

sr.24

1

$1.51

-19%

1.53

$1.25

1

$1.s6

-20%

Feb.'16

10.38

$1.03

1

$1.32

-LZ, /O

1

.\.\o/-

The chart shows that Vietnam was the largest exporter of honey to the United States for
five of the last eight years; was the second largest exporter for two of those years; and was the
third largest exporter for the remaining year. Indeed, Vietnam's honey exports to this country
increased 171 percent (65.52 mlbs.) from 2008 to 2014, when honey from Vietnam accounted for
28 percent of all U.S. honey imports. While honey imports from Vietnam fell 22.13 mlbs., to
81 .73 mlbs ., in 2015, Vietnam last year was again held the highest share of all honey imports into
this country (22 percent). Other data not included in this chart shows that the AUV for honey
imports from Vietnam over this period was much lower than the AUVs all other significant
20

See

Exhibit 2 (U.S. Imports of Natural Honey (2012-2015) (honey types, color)
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exporting countries except Thailand and Taiwan, each of which shipped far smaller volumes of
honey to this country than Vietnam over this period.

This chart also shows that while the annual AUV for honey imports from Vietnam
increased over the past eight years by 43 percent, that increase was well below the 62 percent by
which the AUV for all U.S. honey imports (including imports from Vietnam) increased over that
period. Further, the difference between the AUVs for honey imports from Vietnam and all
countries steadily increased over the first seven years, from 6 percent in 2008, to 23 percent in
2\l4,before falling to 19 percent in 2015. By raising its prices much more slowly than its import
competitors, Vietnam increased and expanded its share of U.S. honey imports.

As noted above in the chart in Part VI.A, the monthly AUV for honey imports from
Vietnam hit its peak in June 2015, at $1.30/1b., and fell 21 percent to $1.03/1b. by Jan./Feb.2016 one cent above its annual AUV for 2010, and $0.29llb. (22 percent) below the ALfV for all honey
imports, which likely reflects Vietnam's determination to remain No. I in U.S. honey imports as
prices for all imports and domestic raw honey continue to drop.
2.

is tr'ar Too Small to Account for
Vietnamts Annual Honev
Its Hish Volume of Exports to the U.S.

What is particularly noteworthy about Vietnam's dominance over the U.S. honey market
for the last eight years is the likelihood that a significant part of its honey exports to this country
over those years actually originated in China, and were first smuggled into that country as part of
a highly opaoue three-point COO circumvention scheme.

This likelihood recently was reinforced by ICE's May 5, 2016 press release announcing
that the agency's Homeland Security Investigations unit ("HIS") had seized nearly 60 tons (about
133,000 pounds) of Chinese honey valued at about $200,00021 that was being sold as Vietnamese
honey.22 See Exhibit 12.
The primary evidence we normally would consult to determine whether Vietnam is both
importing significant volumes of Chinese honey and exporting significant volumes of honey
marked as originating in Vietnam to the United States is the data collected and maintained by
Vietnam's govenìment on that country's imports and exports of honey. That data, however, is not
available to the public.23

2t

These amounts yields a per-pound price of $ I .5 1 Although this represents honey that has been imported as is
available in the Midwest, that price seems high compared to the Jan./Feb. FOB/AUV for imports from Vietnam of
$1.03nb.

22

According to the ICE press release, an unidentified honey packer in the Midwest informed the agency in March
that the laboratory test results the honey's seller had presented appeared to have been fraudulently altered. ICE sent
a sample of the honey to CBP's laboratory in Savannah, GA, which determined that the sample had a greater than 99
percent probability match with Chinese-origin honey. HSI seized the offered honey on April 28, 2016. See Exhibit
12.

23

Most governments make available certain non-confidential import/export data - such as ongoing monthly volume
and FOB value for all goods covered by the individual classiflrcation schedule generally followed by all countries (for
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V/e have simulated Vietnam's data for that country's imports and exports of honey through
a process called "mirroring." Through this process, we have approximated the annual and monthly
volume and value data (1) for Vietnam's imports of honey from each country, by compiling the
data for the same periods for each other country's exports of honey to Vietnam; and (2) for
Vietnam's exports of honey, by compiling the data for the same period for each other country's
imports of honey from Vietnam.
These mirrored data, which are reported in Exhibit 9 (Vietnam), show that Vietnam
imported just 1.18 mlbs. of honey in 2015 - none of which arrived from China.2a
Considering that China's official export data reports no Chinese honey exports to Vietnam

in 2015, how could a substantial volume of Chinese honey have entered Vietnam last year so it
could be exported to the United States as a product of Vietnam?

Vietnam and China share a lengthy border along the entire northern end of Vietnam,
through which billions of dollars in a wide range of goods are smuggled each year from and into
each country.25 While we have not found reported incidents of Chinese honey being smuggled
into Vietnam, there is no reason why Chinese honey would not be included among the smuggled
goods moving into Vietnam, particularly since China is by far the world's largest producer of
honey, and legally-declared Chinese honey is essentially baned from the U.S. market under the
cash deposits required under the China Honey Order.

The mirrored data also show that Vietnam exported 86.74 mlbs. of honey in 2015 to 15
countries, of which 80.53 mlbs. (93 percent) was exported to the United States.26 Substantial data
suggest that a very large amount of those exports originated in China.
Assuming that all 1.18 mlbs. of Vietnam's 2015 mirrored imports were re-exported, 85.56
mlbs. of Vietnam's 2015 domestic honey production would have been required to achieve
Vietnam's 86,74 mlbs. in mirrored honey exports - and would have left no honey for consumption
by Vietnam's 91 million citizens. The available data, however, indicate that Vietnam's 2015
domestic honey production was substantially smaller than 85.56 mlbs.27

example, the world-wide import/export classifrcation number for hone is 0406.00) -io data processing companies
that specialize in intemational trade data. After aggregating and refining this data (to make it user-friendly), the rawdata buyers make it available to the members of the public (such as law firms and economic consults) on a subscription
basis. Such data, however, is not available for Vietnam's imports and exports, which suggests that the raw data is not
available to data processing companies.

24

Of course, the absence in Vietnam's "mirrored" data of any honey imports from China last year is solely
Exhibit 9.

based on the absence in China's reported data ofany honey exports to Vietnam last year. See

25

See the news articles to this effect attached as
(Jan. 19,2015).

Exhibit

13, "Food Detectives on a Tough Case," New York Times

26

Similarly, the "mirrored" data regarding the volume of Vietnam's honey exports to the United States and the 14
other countries is based solely on each country having reported data showing that it imported the same volume of
honey from Vietnam as appears in Vietnam's "mirrored" honey export data.

27

See

Exhibit 9 (Vietnam) and Exhibit 10 (Vietnam) for all statistics on the China COO circumvention

through this country unless otherwise indicated.
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As noted above, the governments of almost all countries report their countries' annual
production of agricultural commodities - including honey - to the I-IN/FAO, which publicly
publishes this information as it becomes available. The last year for which data on Vietnam's
honey production is available from the LIN/FAO is 2013, so we don't have Vietnam's reported
honey production data for 2014 or 2015 . Vietnam's domestic production for 201 3 and prior years,
however, can be used to calculate a reasonable growth rate for estimating Vietnam's 2014 honey
production (at28.94 mlbs.) and its 2015 honey production (at29.48 mlbs.).28
Considering Vietnam's reported honey production for 2010-2013, and its estimated honey
production for 2014 and2015 (based average annual growth in honey production from 2010-2013)
with Vietnam's mirrored honey imports and exports for the six year period shows that Vietnam
would have had a substantial honey deficit for each of those years that could most plausibly be
filled by Chinese honey that had been smuggled into Vietnam.

This is demonstrated by the chart just below, which shows for each year that Vietnam's
reported and estimated honey production, plus its consistently tiny volume of mirrored imports,
would have been tens of millions of pounds too small to meet Vietnam's mirrored exports of
honey - and additionally would have left nothing to be consumed by Vietnam's population, which
grew from 87 million to almost 91 million from 2010 to 2015. See Exhibit 9 (Vietnam).
Vietnamts Honev Production" Imports. Exports and DefTcits (mlbs.)
Year

Honey
Production

Imports

2010

26.33

1.55

20tl

26.02

2012
2013
2014
2015

3.

Production
Imports

*

Exports

Honey Deficit

27.88

50.22

-22.34

r.92

27.94

61.96

-34.02

27.26

0.32

27.58

47.49

-t9.91

28.4

1.06

29.46

18.23

-48.77

28.94

0.63

29.57

tr3.61

-84.1

29.48

t.2s

30.73

86.73

-56.00

Substantial Doubts Remain About the Oriein of Much of Vietnam's
Honey Exports to the United States

Beside the aforementioned LIN/FAO data regarding Vietnam's annual honey production,
we found very little data online on that issue. V/e did find a short August 10, 2014 article by the
Vietnam Govemment's Trade Promotion Agency which claimed domestic honey production and
export volumes for 2011 and 20L3 that reflected the United States' reported honey imports from
Vietnam for those years. See Exhibit 14. The afücle, however, provides no convincing details

28

As reported by the UN/FAO, Vietnam's honey production increased from 26.33 mlbs. in 2010 to 28.40 mlbs. in
2013, resulting in an increase of 2.17 mlbs. over those four years, for an average increase of 0.54 mlbs. per year. See
Exhibit 9. Using this four-year annual increase in its reported honey production for 2010-2013, Vietnam's estimated
2014honey production was28.94 mlbs. (2013 production + 0.54 mlbs.), and its estimated 2015 honey production was
29.48 mlbs. (2013 honey production + (0.54 mlbs. * 2 : 1.08 mlbs)).
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about the annual production and export amounts it reports. Nor does it address, let alone resolve,
the obvious question of why the Vietnam Government would report to the LTN/FAO domestic
honey production volumes for 2010 through 2013 that were from 20 to 50 mlbs. lower than the
mirrored statistics for Vietnam's corresponding honey exports þlus the relatively tiny amounts of
Vietnam's honey imports for those years.

Color Considerations: Honev Imports from Vietnam that Were

4

Produced in China are Likely LA in Color
Our review of the available literature, which is summarizedin Exhibit 15, indicates that
the vast majority of honey produced in Vietnam is on the dark end of the Pfund scale, as is honey
produced in Thailand, which has the same flora and native (Apis cerana, Apis dorsata) and
imported (Apß Mellífera)bee species as Vietnam. This is reflected in the color profile for 2015
U.S. honey imports from Vietnam, which shows that 4.3 percent were classified as white or
lishter/ELA, and 95.8 percent were classified as LA/amber or dørker:
0.1%o

white or lighter,

a

4.2Yo

ELA,

a

86.5%

a

9.3%o

LA, and

amber or darker.

U.S. 2008 honey imports from Vietnam generally had the same color profile as the 2015
imports, although the 2008 imports consisted of about 2 percent white or lighter, and about 10
percent of ELA, or 12 percent combined.
In contrast, the color prof,rle for the 70 mlbs. in honey imports from China in2006 shows
that 75 percent of those imports were classified as white or lighter/ELA, and 25 percent were
classified as LA/amber or darker'.
30%owhite or lighter,
o

45Yo

ELA,

a

25o/o

LA, and

a

0%o

amber or darker

Two points are in order. First, although the color 2008 color profile for U.S. honey imports
from China is only 25 percent LA, there obviously is more than enough LA honey produced in
China to cover 30 to 35 mlbs. of the 75 mlbs. of LA honey Vietnam shipped to the U.S. last year.
Second, the dominance of darker honey over lighter honey in 2015 imports from Vietnam,
and the opposite in 2006 honey imports from China indicates that very little, if any, of whatever
Chinese honey is being smuggled into Vietnam and shipped to the U.S. as having been produced
30
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in Vietnam is first being "lightened" through the use of the so-called ooresin" or other technology
used for that purpose. To the extent Chinese honey is being imported into the U.S. as a product of
Vietnam, those imports would largely be LA Chinese honey and, to a much smaller extent, ELA
Chinese honey.

INDIA: An Estimated 35 mlbs. of Chinese Honey Likelv Arrived Here in 20L5
as Products oflndia

E.

Over the last four years, India has been the third largest foreign supplier of honey to the
United States.2e As reported by the chart just below, India's honey exports to the U.S. increased
by 68 percent (32.37 mlbs.) over this period, from 47.30 mlbs. in2012 to 79.67 mlbs. in 2015.
Further, the annual AUV for India's honey exports to this country increased by 20 percent
($0.25l1b.) over this period, from 1.19/lb. in 2012 to $1.43llb. in 2015. The monthly AUV for
honey imports from India peaked at $1.50 in June 2015, and fell to $1.21llb. for Jan./Feb. '16.
just two cents above its arurual AUV for 2012.

-

India's Honey Exnorts to the U.S. (mlbs.)
Year

o/o

US

Imports

2012
2013
2014
2015

47.3
s7.03
44.73

AUV
(lb.)

AUV AII
Imports

Difference

$1.19

$1.34

-tt.90%

$1.23

$1.43

-t4.00%

$1.38

$1.54

-10.40%

1.43

$1.51

$1.36

$1.56

-s.30%
-14.10%

$1.21

$1.32

-8.3

20.60%
r0.60%
16.60%

79.67

J/F'15
JIF'16

All

Imports
t5.20%
t6.90%
t2.20%

4.97
7.85

$

As demonstrated in this section, however, it is likely that about 30 mlbs. of the honey that
arrived in this country last year actually was produced in China.
1

If

Indiaos 201,5 Honev Exports to the U.S. had Honestly Increased bv
35 mlbs.. India's Domestic Honey Consumption Would Have Dropped
bv Half

India's most recently reported domestic honey production volume was 134.48 mlbs. for
2013 , making it the World's fourth or fifth largest raw honey producer. Based on the rate of growth
for India's honey production from 2010 to 2}l3,India's 2014 and 2015 honey production was an
estimated 134.03 mlbs. and 135.53 mlbs., respectively.

2e

See

Exhibit

9

(India)

9 and

Exhibit

10

(India) for all statistics

this country unless otherwise indicated.
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India's honey imports over 2012 to 2015 were relatively small, ranging from 2.77 mlbs. in
2012to 0.71 mlbs. in20l3. India's 2015 imports were 1.15 mlbs., down from 1.56 mlbs. in20l4.
Of its total 2015 honey imports, India reported that just 0.51 mlbs. was imported from China (at
an AUV of $0.92llb.). China reports exporting a slightly higher amount of honey to India last year
-0.64m1bs. -atanAUVof$0.88/lb. Neithervolumeisworththeeffortofillegallycircumventing
into the U.S. market.
Combining India's 2015 honey imports with its 2015 honey production of 135.53 mlbs.
yields a base of 136.68 of honey that could have been exported from, or domestically consumed
in, India last year.

India reported exporting 96.4I mlbs. of honey last year, of which 88.07 mlbs., or 91
percent, was exported to the United States.) India's 2015 exports increased by 36.17 mlbs. over
its 2014 total export s of 60.24 mlbs. The United States reported importing 79 .64 mlbs. in honey
from India in 2015, which is about 10 percent less than India reported exporting to this country
last year. Perhaps coincidently, the United States reported that its 2015 honey imports from India
inçreased by 34.91 mlbs. over the 44.73 mlbs. in imports that arrived here in 2014.

In any event, subtracting India's total reported 2015 imports of 96.41 mlbs. from its
combined 2015 estimated honey production and reported imports leaves 40.27 mlbs. of honey as
the volume of honey consumed in India last year. Given India's population last year of 1.295
billion, that amount of honey yields a per-capita consumption of honey in India last year of 0.03
1b.30 That's half of that country's per-capita consumptionfor 2012 and2014 (0.06 1b.), and almost
half of its per-capita consumption for 2013 (0.05 lb.).
What caused India's per-capita domestic honey consumption to fall last year to half of what
it was for the previous three years? The only factor in the 2015 equation that changed from the
2014 equation is the 36.17 mlbs. increase in India's 2015 honey exports from2014. Without that
increase, India's 2015 domestic honey consumption would have been 76.44 mlbs., or 47 percent
higher than it actually was if in fact that increase in India's honey exports was actually honey that
was made in that country. If India's domestic consumption last year actually had been76.44 mlbs.,
its per-capita consumption would have been 0.06 lb. - near the same as it was for the previous
three years.

2.

The 35 mlbs.Increase in In India's 20L5 Honev Exports to the U.S. Was
ssled Into India tr'rom. China
Most Likelv Produced In. and

It is highly doubtful that India came up with its 36 mlbs. increase in2015 honey exports to
the United States by taking it from India's per-capita honey consumption, thereby forcing a decline
on its citizens 50 percent from2014 to 2015 in honey that is mainly used in that country for
medicinal purposes.

30

While 0.03 lb. seems a very small annual per-capita consumption volume for the World's 4th or 5th largest honey
producer, it appears that most honey is consumed in India for medicinal purposes, and not as a food sweetener. See
Exhibit 16 (research notes on honey production/consumption in India).
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A much more plausible explanation is that the 36.17 mlbs. increase in India's 2015 honey
exports was actually Chinese honey, which, after arriving in India and being remarked there as
having originated in that country, was formally exported to, and was falsely entered into, the
United States as a product of India.
Yet, as noted above, both China and India reported exporting and importing, respectively,
well under 1 mlbs. of Chinese honey last year. This means that those involved in the circumvention
scheme knew they faced a significant risk of failure if China's and India's official govemment
revealed that that 35 or 36 mlbs. of Chinese honey was shipped to India last year, over a period
when exports from India of Indian honey to the United States increased by a similar volume.
The scheme's operatives instead found a way to smuggle that honey into India through
unlawful channels, correctly reasoning that if their scheme wasn't discovered as the honey was
illegally moved from China to India, there would be significantly less risk of being discovered
during the scheme's second phase. For after the smuggled Chinese honey had safely arrived in
India, and was re-marked there as having originated in one of the V/orld's five largest honey
producing countries, there would be little reason for any border authority to doubt the authenticity
of that mark, as the honey moved through normal and lawful channels to the United States,
apparently in full compliance with each country's import/export laws.
The plausibility of this scheme is enhanced by the fact that all exports of honey from India

monopolistic control of Kashmir Apiaries.3l The domestic distribution
honey in Indian also reportedly is controlled by a single company, the Dabur Group.32
are reportedly under the

A

of

chart providing additional relevant data appears just below, with some further

observations on this situation.

3l

See

Exhibit 16 (research notes on honey productiorVconsumption in India). Find the company's website

at this

link: http ://www.littlebee.in/contact-us/.

32 Id.

Find the company's website at this link:

http://www.google.com/url?sa:t&rct:j&q:&esrc:s&source:web&cd:2&ved:OahUKEwiOudLCwdDMAhULBcA
KHaIKD4MOFggkMAE&ur1:http%34%2F%2Fwww.dabur.com%2FProducts-Health%2520CareHoney&us g:AFOi CNFgyus3V:K-jNPxUOnYEwIH4VO9mO
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India

Indials
Imports
from China

India's
Total
Imports

Imports
from India

?

?

?

22.06

,l

,l

?

5.3319r.6

China's
Exports to
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2008

2009

,l

2010
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Indiaos
Exports All
Countries

Indiaos
Domestic
Consumption

,l

?

24.0t

?

?

s.82

40.7018r.5

49.93

88.16

US

20tt

0.34

1.01/51

1.98

s9.33177.6

76.48

57.72

2012
2013
2014
2015

0.13

2.44187.9

2.17

47.30187.3

54.15

80.9

0.34

0.34147.2

0.tt

57.03/85.8

66.4s

68.74

0.68

0.69144.6

1.56

44.73174.3

60.24

75.8

0.64

0.5U44.2

1.1s

79.64182.6

96.41

39.22

a

a

The data show that India consumed a relatively high volume of honey each year from
2010 through 2014, when the consumed volumes ranged from a low of 57.2 mlbs.
(2011) to a high of 88.16 mlbs. (2010), for a five year average of 74.26 mlbs.
'When

divided by India's large population of 1.2 to 1.3 billion, the amount of honey
consumed in India on a per capita basis is relatively small - 0.05 lb. to 0.07 lb. One
reason for this is that most honey is consumed in India in relatively small "doses" for
medicinal pu{poses, and not as a food sweetener. See Exhibit 16 (research notes on
honey production/consumption in India).34

a

The outlier year for domestic consumption is 2015, during which just 39.22 mlbs. of
honey wers consumed in India. That volume is 35.04 mlbs. (47 percent) below the
previous six-year average, and is 18.50 mlbs. (32 percent) below the previous six-year
low of 57.22 mlbs. (2011). It also is about the volume needed to account for the leap
of 36 mlbs. In India's 2015 exports from the previous year.

o

Why exactly would India's 2015 domestic consumption of honey have been 35.04
mlbs. below its average consumption for the previous five years? The data indicate
that this did not happen. That huge drop in India's 2015 domestic honey consumption
only exists if the honey that otherwise would be consumed is needed to account for
India's huge 2015 exports. In fact, that 36 mlbs. increase in exports reflect the same

33
a

Note the various data reported for honey exports/imports between China/India for 2010 to 2015, which suggests
relatively small COO circumvention scheme involving Chinese honey was run through India during 2010 and2012,

in which at least India reported receiving 5.33 mlbs. of Chinese honey imports in 2010, and2.44 mlbs. of such imports

in2012.

34

Given the relatively unique purpose for which honey is consumed in India, and relatively large amount of

domestic honey that is available for such consumption, it is not surprising that India imports relatively little honey, as
is reflected by India's honey import data presented above.

34
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amount of Chinese honey that was smuggled into India before being exported to the
United States.

F.

TAIWAN: The Nearlv 10 mlbs. in Honey that Arrived in the United States
in China. Vietnam and/or Thailand
From Taiwan in 2015 Likelv Orisin

As reported in the attached press release and news article, Taiwan has been a well-known
intermediate country for three-point CO circumvention schemes involving Chinese honey.3s As
detailed below, the many coincidences between the volume of honey Taiwan reported it imported
from Vietnam and Thailand last year, and the volume it exported to the United States, indicate that
most if not all of those exports were produced in China, Thailand and/or Vietnam.

.

Taiwan's total honey imports grew by 136 percent (6.36 mlbs.) over the last four
years, from 4.66 mlbs. in20l2 to 11.02 mlbs. in 2015.36

Of its 2015 honey imports, Taiwan reported that 6.74 mlbs. (59 percent) arrived
from Thailand, and 3.76 mlbs. (34.1 percent) anived from Vietnam, for a twocountry total of 10.50 mlbs., or 95.3 percent of Taiwan's total 2015 imports (11.02
mlbs.).
o

Taiwan further reported a low 80.79/lb. AUV for its combined 2015 imports from
Thailand and Vietnam.3T (This corresponds to the low AUVs reported bV (1)
Taiwan for its 2015 honey exports to the U.S. ($0.71l1b.), and (2) the U.S. for its
2015 honey imports from Taiwan ($1.08nb. AUV).)

a

Taiwan last year imported just 0.52 mlbs. of honey from countries other than
Vietnam and Thailand, at a 83.24/lb, AUV, which was four times higher than its
AUV for imports from Vietnam and Thailand.

a

Finally, Taiwan reported no honey imports from China for 2015.

a

Taiwan reported exporting atotal11.44 mlbs. of honey in2015, or just 0.42 mlbs.
more than it imported thatyear.

3s

See Exhibits 18 ("Chinese Honey Importer Arrested for Allegedly Evading US Import Duties,"
www.ice.gov/news/release sl (02l17l20ll) and 19 ("Another Chinese Honey Smuggler Sent to Prison Fined $5 Million
by Feds," Cold Truth (Nov. 7, 2010).

36

See Exhibit 9 (Taiwan) 9 and Exhibit 10 (Taiwan) for all statistics on the China COO circumvention scheme
through this country unless otherwise indicated. Taiwan's most recently reported domestic honey production was
35.27 mlbs. for 2013. Based on the rate of growth for Taiwan's reported honey production from 2010 to 2013 (i.e.,
4.32 mlbs.lyear), that country's 2015 production grew by an additional 8.64 mlbs, over the 35.27 mlbs. reported for
2013,to an estimated 43.91 mlbs.

37

Thailand reported that it exported 4.82 mlbs. of honey to Taiwan in2015, at a $0.82/1b.

(Thailand).
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Taiwan shipped 10.51 mlbs. (91.9 percent) of its 2015 exports to the United States

-

just 0.01 mlbs. higher than the amount Taiwan imported last year from Thailand
and Vietnam.
a

Taiwan also reported a very Low 80.7L/lb. AUV for its 2015 exports to the United
States, which was $0.55/lb. (44 percent) lower than the 81 .26/lb. AUV at which the
Taiwan shipped its remaining}.92 mlbs. in 2015 honey exports to other countries.

o

The United States' reported imports from Taiwan increased 235 percent (6.87
mlbs.) over the last four years, from 2.92 mlbs. ín 2012 ($1.02l1b. AUV) to 9.79
mlbs. in 2015 ($1.08nb. AUV).

o

The color profile for 2015 U.S. honey imports from Taiwan, which appears just
below, would accommodate the lighter honey profile of China's honey, and the
darker color profile of both Thailand and Vietnam.

o White or lighter: 4.8%

o

ELA:4}.IYo

o

LA:

38.9Yo

o Amber or Darker: l3.l%.

G

a

The AUVs for U.S. honey imports from Taiwan over this period were the lowest,
and grew the least, of all of the 12 Gainer and Loser Countries except Myanmar.

a

The AUV for U.S. honey imports from Taiwan grew only 5.8 percent over the
period, versus 12.7 percent for all imports.
Chinese Honev is Likelv Not BeÍng Shipped Into the U.S. from Canada as Part
of a Three-Point Circumvention Scheme

Beside Thailand, Canada is the only Gainer or Loser Country to which China reported
directly exporting honey in 2015.38 China reported exporting 0.98 mlbs. of honey to Canada last
year, atan AUV of $0.98/lb . Canada,however, reported importing 1.33 mlbs. of honey from China
last year- 8 percent of Canada's total 2015 reported imports of 16.54 mlbs - at an AUV of
$0.93/lb.
Concerns were raised last year by a Canadian beekeeper that a Canadian honey packer was
blending Chinese honey with Canadian honey and then selling the blended product into the U.S.
as product of Canada. See Exhibit 20. We determined that the Canadian packer Billy Bee, which
was acquired by McCormick's, a substantial food ingredients company headquartered in the U.S.,

38

The other is India, to which China reported exporting just 0.64 mlbs. of honey in 2015
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likely was blending Canadian and Chinese honey and selling it marked

as such

in Canada, and

as

permitted by Canada's regulations on honey labeling.
We found no evidence that Chinese honey that had been directly imported into China was
being shipped into the United States (either with or without being blended with Canadian honey)
as having entirely been produced in Canada. Such shipment would be illegal without the U.S.
importer declaring the amount of Chinese honey included in the imports from Canada, andposting
with CBP the appropriate cash deposits under the China Honey Order, which would have been
substantial.
Canada's potential involvement in entering Chinese honey into the U.S. market through a
four-point circumvention scheme is discussed just below.

H.

There is

a Growins Risk

Point Circumvention Schemes Will
that
Increasinglv be Used to Enter Chinese Honey into the United States

As mentioned above in Part VII.B, we investigated whether dishonest traders may be using
a four-point COO circumvention scheme to illegally enter Chinese honey into the U.S. outside the
reach of the China Honey Order. In a four-point circumvention scheme:

(1)

Chinese honey is exported to

(2)

it

is entered a product of China, is rean intermediate country (County A), where
marked a product of Country A, and is re-exported to

(3)

a second intermediate country (Country B), where it is entered as a product of
Country A, is re-marked as a product of Country B, and is re-exported to

(4)

the United States, where

it is illegally entered

as a

product of Country B

While a four-step COO circumvention scheme always involves onht one Countryt B (which reexports the Chinese honey to the United States as a product of Country B), such a scheme can
involve more than one Countlv A, with each Country A exporting some volume of Chinese honey
to Country B as a product of that Country A.

1.

Country B Candidates for Four-Point Circumvention Scheme

As with the three-point CO circumvention scheme, a four-point scheme requires that a
significant volume of Chinese honey ultimately must be shipped from once intermediate country
into the United States to make the scheme worthwhile. Thus, only countries that have a significant
volume of honey exports to the United States could reasonably be involved as the Country B in a
four-step COO circumvention scheme involving Chinese Honey.3e We accordingly limited our
list ofpotential Country B's that could be involved in a four-point COO scheme involving Chinese

3e

As with three-point COO circumvention schemes, four-point schemes can be wholly or partially viewed as
transparent ot oþaque schemes, depending on the degree to which significant evidence ofthe scheme can reasonably
be obtained from standard international trade research tools.
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honey to the eight Gainer Countries and four Loser Countries, because these are the only countries
that directly exported enough honey to the U.S. in recent years to make the scheme worthwhile.

Country B in a four-step scheme involving Chinese Honey would have imported a
significant volume of honey from one or more Country A's (which each Country A would
imported from China). Focusing on2015, we accordingly reviewed each of the 12 Gainer and
Loser Countries total volume of honey imports for last year, and eliminated the following seven
countries as having zero or near-zero honey imports last year, as reported just below.

(AUV: $1.89)

a

Argentina:

13,548 lbs.

O

Uruguay:

1,322 lbs.

o

Mexico:

4,336lbs.

a

Brazil:

46lbs.

a

Myanmar:

22,353 lbs. (AUV: S2.22llb.)

a

Turkey:

0lbs.

o

Ukraine:

39,892 lbs.

(AUV:

$7 .1 3

(AUV:

llb.)

S2.66lIb )40

Further, India and Vietnam are, at best, only marginal Country B candidates for a fourpoint circumvention scheme, because each reportedal having only 1.15 mlbs. and 1.25 mlbs.,
respectively, in honey imports from potential Country A's (i_e., countries other than China).
Vietnam's and Thailand's possible participation as first intermediate countries in in a fourpoint circumvention scheme involving Chinese honey, with Taiwan as the second intermediate
country, is discussed above in Part VII.F. It is unlikely that Thailand is participating as the second
intermediate country in a four-point scheme because, aside from its reported 24.12 mlbs. in 2015
imports from China (although 1.31 mlbs. of that volume was from Myanrnar). 2

2.

China-Thailand-Canada-U.S.

That leaves Canada. As noted above, Canada reported importing 16.54 mlbs. of honey in
AUV of $2.00/1b.). Of this, 1.33 mlbs. - 8 percent - was imported directly from China

2015 (aI an

40 See the one-page Target Country report for each ofthese countries in Exhibit 9.
4t As reported in Part VII.D.2 above, Vietnam's reported imports and exports of honey are not available, so we
"mirrored" that data by collecting data for each other country's reported exports and imports of honey to and from
Vietnam.
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See

Exhibit 10 (Thailand).
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at an AUV of $0.93l1b.,43 which leaves 15.21 mlbs. of honey imports that arrived from countries
other than China.

AUV
(Thailandreportedexportingl.48mlbs.ofhoneytoCanadalastyear,atan
of$1.19nb.)in2015.
AUV of $1.1l/lb.) As discussed above in Part VII.C. (i.e., Thailand's likelyparticipation in a
three-point COO circumvention scheme involving Chinese honey), it seems likely that at least
some of the honey Thailand shipped to Canada last year originated in China.
One of these was Thailand, from which Canadareported importing 1.60 mlbs. (at an

3.

China-Spain-Canada-U.S.

Another country that shipped honey to Canada last year was Spain, which reported
shipping 2.00 mlbs. of honey to Canada, at an AUV of $1.51/lb. (Canada reported importing near
the same amount from Spain last year - 1.84 mlbs., at an AUV of $1.53/lb .)oo ACanadian packer Odem - circulated a lab analysis in January 2016 of some imported Spanish honey that reported
'We
reported earlier
markers indicating that the honey was, or was blended with, Chinese honey.
this year that while that lab analysis indicates that arelatively small amount of Chinese honey was
shipped to Canada last year in a three-point COO circumvention scheme, we found no evidence
that this honey was eventually shipped by Canada, as Country B in a four-point circumvention
scheme, to the United States.as

If all of the honey that was imported into Canada from both Thailand and Spain last year
actually was produced in China, that amount - 3.44 mlbs., as counted by Canada - \ /as 2I percent
of Canada's total 2015 imports (16.54 mlbs.), and 3 percent of Canada's combined domestic honey
crop (95 mlbs.) and total imports last year (111.54 mlbs.). Given the relatively small volume of
that honey, it likely did not have a significant impact on prices in Canada. Further, there is no
evidence that any of that honey was subsequently shipped into the U. S . as a product of Canada.
4.

Iluronean Countries Like Snain ere Sfrnnø tr'uture rúCounfrv A"
Candidates for Four-Point Schemes

Nevertheless, additional data about China's honey exports to Spain highlights the potential
for Spain and other European countries to operate as Country A's in four-point COO
circumvention schemes involving Chinese honey. Although Spain's reported honey exports to
Canada last year were relatively small, that Spain reported importing 41.67 mlbs. of Chinese honey
in2015 (at the very low AUV of $0.70llb.).

China, however, reported exporting only 26.09 mlbs. of honey to Spain last year (at an

AUV of $0.86/1b., or $0.I6llb. (23 percent) higher than the $0.70l1b. AUV that reported by
Spain).46 Spain's count of 4L67 mlbs. is 15.58 mlbs. (60 percent) higher than China's count of
43

As also noted above, China reported exporting just 0.98 mlbs. of honey to Canada in 201 5 - 26 percent less than
Canada reported importing - at aî AUV of $0.98/lb.

44
45
46

See

Exhibit L0 (Canada, Spain).

See

Exhibit

See

Exhibit 10 (China).

21.
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26.09 mlbs. Even at China's much lower count, Spain was still the fourth largest export market for
Chinese honey last year.

As is case with China's honey exports to Thailand, there has been a substantial difference
between China's and Spain's volume counts for Chinese honey exports over the last several years,
as shown by this chart.

China's and Spain's Different Counts of Chinese Exports to Spain
(mlbs.)

China Exports to
Spain

Spain Imports
from China

Difference

15.41

31.33

Ls.92 (+103%)

22.84

32.52

23.44

33.80

e.68 (+42%)
t0.36 (+44%)

26.09

4r.67

1s.58 (+60%)

2012
2013
2014
2015

Adding that 15.58 mlbs. difference between China's and Spain's counts to the 10.23 mlbs.
difference between the China's and Thailand's counts for Chinese exports of honey to Thailand
last year shows a combined difference of 25.81 mlbs. If the higher volumes reported last year by
Spain and Thailand for their received Chinese honey imports are true, China's reported total
exports for 2015 (320 mlbs.) are understated by 25.81mlbs. (8.1 percent), and China's domestic
consumption of honey is overstated by the same amount.
Using China's count of its 2015 exports of honey, China shipped more than 210 mlbs. (66
percent) of its total exports last year (320 mlbs.) to countries in Europe, almost all of which are
EU members. Indeed, the top eight export destinations in Europe for Chinese honey last year
received, according to China's count, 206 mlbs. (98 percent) of the total volume directly shipped
to Europe.aT No. 1 on this list - the United Kingdom - received 58.22 mlbs. of Chinese honey last
year, andNo. 8 - Portugal - received 9.8 mlbs. of Chinese honey.

V[I.

COO CIRCUMVENTION AND IMPORTED HONEY ADULTERATION COULD

BE REDUCED THROUGH A PACKER/IMPORTER/DOMESTIC PRODUCER
TESTING REGIME

As detailed in Part VII, it is likely that in the range of 90 mlbs. of Chinese honey was
illegally entered into the United States last year as having been produced in Vietnam, India, Taiwan
and Thailand. It also may be that very-hard-to-detect rice syrup has been added to some of our
close to 400 mlbs. in annual honey imports (although we were unable to find any hard evidence of
this practice).48 For the past ten years, some U.S. honey packers have tried to stop such illegal

47
48

Id.

The lack ofavailable evidence ofimport honey adulteration through the addition ofvery-hard-to-detect rice syrup
and other sweeteners may result from several factors, including: (1) the prevalence and high success of simpler and
less risky COO circumvention schemes; and (2) possible very low tolerance of this practice by U.S. packers (which,
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practices by certiLvins honest raw honev suppliers inforeign countríes, but those efforts generally
have not worked, largely due to the extreme difficulty of conducting such certifications across the
world's oceans, in developing countries known for their comrption.

V/hat follows is the outline of a possible industry-wide solution to these problems: the
joint adoption of U.S. honeypackers, importers and domestic commercial beekeepers a transparent
honey-testing regime. Here are the facts:
o

Domestic commercial beekeepers collect ("extract") honey directly from beehives
(referred to as "colonies"). After minor processing, beekeepers sell their honey
(referred to as "raw" honey) in 55-gallon metal drums to domestic honey "packers,"
typically by a 40,000 lbs. container load, or a 20,000 lb. half-container load.

Similarly, all imported honey (except that pre-packed for retail sale) also rs
considered to be "raw" honey, which importers sell to U.S. honey packers in 55gallon metal drums, also typicallyby the container load.
o

Accordingly, domestic beekeepers and honey importers directly compete against
each other for sales of their raw honey to just one type of customer: U.S. honey
packers.

o

Packers perform certain processing operations on their raw honey purchases,
including blending, filtering, and heating; and then "pack" the resulting processed
honey into various containers for sale to their three types of customers: (l) grocery
and retail stores (which sell honey to consumers for home consumption); (2) food
service suppliers (for, e.g., hospitals, schools, restaurants); and (3) foodprocessing
companies that use honey as an ingredient.

a

Most honey packers test their potential purchases of honey imports by sending a
sample of the honey to one of the three private German laboratories that have
equipment and expertise needed to conduct the most sophisticated testing using the
most sophisticated equipment available. (No private U.S. lab, and no federal gov't
lab, has this equipment.) Most packers will take the sample themselves from the
relevant container which they temporarily hold on their premises until they get the
test results.)

o

Honey packers require such testing for several reasons:

o

Honey packers are subject to the heightened food-safety requirements of
FSMA as "food processors." Domestic commercial beekeepers and U.S.
honey importers are not.

o

The customers of Honey packers often require the packers to meet strict
food safety/purity specifications. For these customers, packers must have

as discussed below in the part, generally subject all of their honey imports to state-of the-art testing by labs in Germany
through which such adulteration can be detected).
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the widest possible testing of their imported honey, which is only available
from three German labs.

o

a

Honey packers are well aware that knowingly buying or re-selling
transshipped Chinese honey or adulterated imported honey is illegal, and
that the only way to know for certain about these issues is to have their
potential purchases of imported honey tested by one of the three German
labs.

An honest packer that learns from test results that the honey is from China or is
adulterated with rice synrp or similar relatively inexpensive sugars will not
purchase the tested container, and will instruct the importer to remove it from the
packer's premises.

o

The packer, however, will not report the test results (or the importer) to any gov't
authority, such as CBP, because nothing will come of it, because CBP would not
be able to verify the German Lab's test results with its own testing, because the
agency lacks the equipment.

a

The (dishonest) importer will then continue to search for a dishonest packer that
will buy the container even after testing shows that honey is adulterated or from
China.
a

Dishonest packers test their potential purchases of imported honey through the
German labs, because they can use test results showing adulteration or China
as the COO to negotiate a discounted price.

a

This creates the same situation as existed during Honeygate: the willingness of
(the few) dishonest importers andpackers to deal intransshipped Chinese honey
and adulterated honey imports starts a downward price spiral that intensifies
over time.

a

Problem: Tainted imported honey is allowed to wander the U.S. market until
it finds a dishonest honey packer.

Proposed Solution:
a

Form a non-profit honey food-safety/anti-economically motivated adulteration
("FS/A-EMA") association in which all three parts of the U.S. honey industry -

domestic commercial beekeepers, U.S. honey importers, and U.S. honey packers are required to participate. This could be done almost entirely through industry
action, with a small amount of gov't oversight, or it can be done through extensive
gov't regulation. In any event, the relevant record keeping required for each of the
members would be subject to periodic 3'd party compliance audit.
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The FS/A-EMA association members would agree on a public best-practices
("8P") testing regime that lists all of the food-safety/EMA tests to which both U.S.
honey imports and domestic raw honey (required to be in compliance with WTO
requirement of equal/even treatment of both imports and domestic competitive
products) will be subjected if and when presented to a packer for purchase. (This
should be relatively easy, for the packers currently all ask the German labs to
conduct the same tests on all honey samples; so the best practices testing protocol
already exists.) at alab certified/approved by the FS/A-EMA Ass'n. (This would
be only the three German labs to start.)

o

Each U.S. importer, and each domestic beekeeper, that desires to sell raw honey to
an unrelated packer (The Sioux Honey Ass'n requires all of its coop members to
sell all of their raw honey through SHA.) would be required to register with, and be
licensed by, the FS/A-EMA Ass'n; and would receive a license number.

o

CBP would not release any imported container of honey to a U.S. importer until the
importer demonstrated that it is a licensed member of the FS/A-EMA Ass'n and
receives the appropriate accompanying documentation.

o

Each packer would subject each container of domestic or imported raw honey to
the BP testing regime by an FSiA-EMA Ass'n-approved lab. In the meantime, the
container would either be held by the packer, or under procedures developed by the
FS/A-EMA Ass'n (99., holding containers pending testing at regional bonded
warehouses). The concern is that the importer/domestic producer not present for
testing a clean sample that was not taken from a "dirtf'container.

o

All BP testing regime

a

If the test results for a sample are negative (!ç,, the sample is "clean"), the relevant
members would be authorized to proceed with the sale based on their resolution of
other commercial considerations.

a

If the test results for a sample are positive (i.e., the sample is "dirty''), the results

test results would become part of the required paperwork for
such sales, and would be subject to the regime's periodic 3'd party compliance audit.

and the relevant container would be subject to the BP testing regime's Corrective
Action/Destruction procedures, whose purpose would be to allow the U.S.
importer/domestic commercial beekeeper to attempt to eliminate the problem
through corrective action to the extent allowed by BP testing regime. If the positive
testing results cannot be corrected through the Corrective Action procedures, the
relevant honey would become subject to the BP testing regime's Destruction
procedures.
Packers would be required to report to the appropriate authorities (e.g., CBP, FDA)
any positive test results which remain positive after the passing of the opportunity

to take Corrective Action.
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o

cc

The FS/A-EMA association members would likely bear their own costs, e.9., with
packers bearing (as they do now) the costs for testing, and the U.S. importers and
domestic commercial beekeepers bearing their costs for Corrective Action and
Destruction of the relevant honey in the event of uncorrected positive results.

R. Alan Luberda
Gregory Mastel
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